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THE OHIIIESS QUESTION.
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my

public, I have resolved to reduce

The

Clilneae question

now

agitating

California detrryet the careful and serious

mmi

93.00 ptijur U

v
VAN
v Hard-ware, Un-ware and Farming Imple-

rBOMTTtTAMO NBATLT DOM*.

|/OB rRlHTINO

Raisins, the very best.

Eotlll.

Holland, March

ETNA HOUSE.

P. Zalsxan, Proprietor.
Flntt-classaccommodation. Free Boss to and
firm the Trains. Eighth street
A

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

G. J. A. Prssikx.
16, 1876.

tive

dreaded by the industrial population into

swarm.

they began to
California, and the oldest com-

L

8

Colamn

All advertising bills collectable quarterly

ing

done. River

Street.

Holland, Jan.

rMJEMAN. J„

Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Fnrs.

r

gtwiiitts Hirtctarg.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney end
River street.

L Notary Pnblic;

J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
In ready made clothing and Oenta* Furnishing Goods.

Chicago A Michigan Lake Short ft.

v

\RT. P.

J. Connselsorat Law and Holldtor it
Chancery. Office, In Dr. Powers building.

C

Attorney at Law and Collecting
block, 8nd floor,

J.,

River street

V

v

IRSOHER A., Attorney at Laws Notary Publie and Conveyancer.Kenyon's building.

Corner of Eighth and River street.

Grand Rapids.

A)

W., New Meat Market, near corner
ELhth and Fish Street.A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

13

f/’LEYS.P.,

First Ward Meat Market;
Mai
best of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.

IV

I/’UITE, J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

J., Proprietorof the Pioneer

Bakery ; baking done to order ; 8th street.

VANDERHAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.

v

13BSHINK.G.J.

A. Proprietror ofOlty Bakery;
Confectionaryand cigars: Refreshmonta In
this line served ou call; Eighth street.

Xaaufictorlu, VlUi, Stupe, flto.

BaiHag aal Ixchaags.

fl BALD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealer in
1 1
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.

L

YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eightn and

River streets.

|

(

Baibon.
L., FashionableBarber and Haircutter. Rooms one door east of City Hotel.
looks aal ttaUoury.

New

H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Plsning Mill. All kinds of bnllding material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
P. H.. Manufacturerof Farm Pnmps.
All kinds of wood turningand sawing on
hand and done to order. River street

>

A

INNKKANT, Miss

A. M„ Dealer In Books
Stationary ; Confectionary, Toys, etc. ; River

v

uireaL

L. T. Dealer In Books, dtaUon- f>0 ST, HBNRT D., Real Estate and Inrarancr
Agent, Notary Pobllo and Oonveyaneer;ColJV ery, Oigura, Notions and Toys, opposite
lections nude la Holland and vicinity.
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
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boot! aal Shoot.
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in
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II., Notary Pnblic, Conveyancer,
v
and Insurant* Agent. Office,CWp Drug
Stor% 8th street.

v
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and dealer in
Shew, Leather, Finding*, etc.;

FkyiUUu.

Eighth e treat.

VAN PUTTEM.W^

DERMCU, D.
JJ

sqnare.

rr^

\ff ORRIS, R. L. Physician and Surgeon. Office,
over E. Hirold’sBoot and Shoe Store,
Eighth stre-L

j^CROUTEN,R^A.,

Lry floods.

General dealer In Dry

Surgeon. PhysteJan Ohstetri-

residence! corner fitiurndFlah* sSreL °f

flee at
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Goods, YanlMe Notions, Hate, Caps, etc.;
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M teeee. ,
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treaty with China,
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White Pigeon.
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who

specu-

Mr. Stewsrt did not rise tc fortune by
chance or lucky speculationor favoring
opportunities.Hu msdu himself what he
was, one of the richest men in

America,

by legitimate budnuss, industry, prudence

wisdom, and a rare adaptationfur his
suit

which approach*

w but we call

pur

genius.

lations Importers of coolies have contrac-

When many years ago lie kept a Hi tie store
ted for the whole steerage accommodations in lower Broadway, he exhibited the qualiof all the transpacific»teamers sailingfrom ties which made liiut the great dry goods
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for the next six
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is calculated that the
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880 States of the East; but
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influx of Chinese into that
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he himself, almost unaided,stotal behind
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Is claimed that as coothe short counter opposite the Park, forty
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venturee delude men, and

the lesson that in a country
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end rash

they try to find short cuts Ui wealib, the
straight and narrow wqy of confining ooe'a
attention and efforts to hla legitimate busi-

U» safest one to pursue.
UndoubtedlyAlexander T. Btewrrt wili
goea of women, who, It it charged, are go down to hiitonr as one of the most conlold for disreputable purposes, and which spicuousexamples of a wise and successought to be peremptorily stopped. The ful merchant Hla relatives are few, and
law of 1861 upon this subject,however It is reasonableto expect that ha bat given
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be ended if we should so hows obedience and replies: At the fir*
desire without resorting to any such ei- wild note of yonder bell the board she)! he

ly that it could
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preventedwhat we agreed to prevent our-
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VUUimg brothers areMrffiallytovttoA
/. A. Roorr. R. 8.
M. Iambto, N.

slavery which the system begets and

everything that offendedthe law

.....
It 00
A Detroit saloon keeper, who epwads
Heeding bolts, aofl wood ........... fl 0t# • 50 promised to enact and enforce laws to preHeading bolta, hardwood ................... 4 50 vent this trade, we can now tun* round
t free lunch, has hit wife to aeelft him,
Stave bolta, softwood ....................... 7 to
with any justificationand claim to put an end instead of telling her to itaag on that

M.™* WghTJSSt,

50*1

*•

,

40^450

.

.........
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lative importationof cooiiaa, and the quasi-

Mlf, and utterly banishingIrom bit InmI-

Wool SUTtfl, !te,
•eemt sufficient to meet snob violations of beck to Hew York a fair share of the vast
Cordwoed, maple, dry .....................
6100 onr treaty itipulation,and why, if these
wealth which hie enterprise succeeded In
green
dry..
feeeeeeeOi
..... 100 violations are common, the traffic baa not accumulating,io supply tog the wants or
Hemlock Bark.
............
Stave*, pork, white oak,

^pwial

of

is

plain: A stop shonld be put to the specu-

Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street. Clover seed, f bushel ...........
Eggs,* doze a.
Honey 9 * *••••
• • • • e ••
MumiiiI Ciflars.
Cigars ^nttff

and the best
avoiding it, One thing eeems

what the danger

He moved slowly, qevar taking Haldllhe could mu meet, never exttMB#jg him-

Perhaps both these propositionsare

we should ascertain by carefal examina-

bA

-

zens. When Mr. William B, Astor died,
he did not leAve an appreciablegap. He

concern, or to employ at least a portion of
take persons (he millions which he used for its irsnsac*
consent of the lions during his

that the people of Californiahope to stop

lu

ready-

Blacksmithshop in rea? oTflt^^ EliVttree?’

greatest mer-

ita

moat Important citi-

|»enal offense for

All trains on this mad, will he ran by Chicago
to the other without the tree
lime, which Is SO minutes later than Oolnmbns
latter. Il ls upon the last clause
lime.

Apolet^V bushel ....... ........ ,„|
Bmfbs.W bushel ...................f 10
ANTER8, It, Dealer to Staves, Wood and Batter, Y D .......... .........

IV

ImoorUi.

ancer;

making it a

a citizen of either country to

•Utm, Ynflfliik,Its.

Groceriesaud Supplies; •
market for coontrvproduce; a choice
•tack always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.

its

either c«»umry visiting or residing in the

to pass laws

KAMnt*lbArTb'.,^n^A"t
needles and attachments.

Cigar, ut Wholesaleand

as the Bur-

ihould nevertheless receive attention, and

chine.” Dealers

flouotsl

known

lingame Treaty, provides that citizens of

tion Just

t

of.

but is largely placed iu active

other than voluntary emigration, and agree

Iswiag Kaokiaei.

E

New York

chant and one

1

Rooms opposite the Post Office.Kighfh street.

Y^LIBTSTRA, A.,

The death of Mr. Alexander T. Stewart
retmpes from

the greatest badness on the continent,

practicable and unjust, but the compiainis

vertlsurmmt.

&m:

I

Fa«hloeable Dressmakers. Eighth street. V

M., A SON, General Dealem in
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street.Sea ad-

from the

be deeply considered.

t Daily except Saturdi

5
4
4

lildltrt.

River streets.

In—

T ADDER

notice of this Prince of Merchants is token

10.85 a.

a.

Mioh. Laki Short Sail ftoid.

J«
'

A. T. Stewart died in his marble palace

on Thirty fourth street New York city,
on Monday afternoon. The following

lies

public
fall

BTEWAET.

tracting question, and one that requires to

l Mixed trains.

Bunlur In Drugs, Medl-

'yjyAI«SH UBRER, Druggist A Pharmacist;n
•ee advertiwnnul.

Buffalo

7 05
P. M
1 l&

ClO€S9 nuftlf Mu UIM| DfWMil #€•
Pcian'spreecripUaaaoarefnlly put up; Eighth it.

T.

1

A.

lap nl

A

m. vored nation. Another article declares
his liveliest inteiest, wili past aWay, or
160p.ro. that both countries recognize the inalienfall to pieces for lack of capital to carry U
3.25 p. m. t 9.85 “ “
11.00““ able right of man to change hie home and on. Of course, Ids partners cannot keep
Allegiance,and also the advantagesof fret
up this business, requiring sue)) a capital
emigration
from one country to another for as not a score of merchants In the world
10 45 a. m.
5.80 a. m.
12 85 p.m.
3.10 p. m. purposesof curiosity,tr ide. or residence. can put up. They must look to provisions
| 4.55“ “
t 9.85 “ “
But the contracting parties reprobate any of Mr Stewart's will, enabling litem per-

ROM GR’ND

Votarr PukUoi

Ocean.

business,and perhaps destroy It as a great
1215 p.m. other shall enjoy the same privileges and concentration of energy and capita). It la
Immunities or exemption in nrepect to reasonable to suppose, however, that he
7.25 “ “
\ 9.28 p. m. travel or residence as may there be enjoyed
has not soleft bis property that the vast
by the citizensor subjects of the most fa- concern he built up and to which he gave
10.25 a. m.

1

V
v

I

m.

“
m.

V^RBEEK,

T\ti GROOT

A)

8.10 p.
5.20 “

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.40

All

DAUELS. VAN P If PTEN A CO., Proprietors
JT of Pfo<7wr MUU; Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

U

Arrive at
Holland.

“ “
“
“
m.
“
“
10.80““
“
“ 7.35““
“ “
&
Chicago,
“
“ “
“

I/- EN

IV

6.81 a.

10.15“

DUTRAU

1875.

Leave
Holland.

1

laktrlat.

13IMNBKANT.

Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21,

country must be pro-

grows bluer, and betrays animosity to viduality that rasde hla loss as a living man
ward them? But what ahall lie done? By a thing that touched the interests of the
j
what regulation consistent wltli our prin- public;
ciple of open doors and national freedom
The death of Mr. Stewart M very differshall we deny to these people a home and ent. What be had he made fur himself.
protection among us? This is a very dis- It Is not all locked up iu houses aud lota,

A

El^h
Meat Xarkiti.

Agent. Officein Kenyon’s

Ihken

Trains.

West of River Street.

A

ft,

V0R8T’

Merchant Tailor.Cloth purchased elsewhere, will be entto order. Repairing
Attorneyet Law and Bollci- promptlyat tended to. River street.
Chancery; office with M. D. Uowano, cor. Btghth and River streets.
\ITURZ, C. G.. Merchant Tailor. Fnll line of

J^JoBRIDR^G.W.,

rpKN RYCK,

48-1

DORMAN.
I)

Attmayi.

/

1876.

18,

in this

Whether we should discourage further
immigration la the question to bo examined, ond that la the one to which our

from (heir coming ment

feeling these effects

fail

Tailan?

Merefcaat

fOWABD, N.

Mrter&Co.

H.

men already

tected and allowed to peacefully remain.

It has teen a

One lature of Unllnee, (nonperell,) 75 centa
appear in
% r flnt insertion,end S5 cents for each rabse- ptITY HOTEL. J. W. Mixdbrhout, Proprietor.
The Cmr Drug Store will ho kept ers are no nearer assimilation wiib Ameritoent insertion for enj period onder three
Bnilt in 1878; Furnished inelegant style, and
months.
a flrst-ciass hotel throughout.
open on Sundays, until farther notice is can ideas, customs, and pecularliios than
8 «. | I . I It.
given.
pHOENIX HOTEL, J. McVio«n Proprietor;
when they first set foot on the Pacific coast.
IlkBKR Walsh,
ISqawe ............... 850 500 800
opposite theC. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
•* .................. ft C* 800 10 00 accommodation;
They do not come here to find free homes,
bnlldlng and fnrnltnre new.
Proprietor.
•• ................ 8 OO lOOO 17 no
Holland, Sept. 18, 1874.
or to build up the country, or to a**Lt In
tote 17 00 95 00
u
____
Livery ail lali fltablet
17 00 95 00 40 40
rearing and perpetuating a model gorertf1
so 00 40 00 65 00 noONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
Tomitnn!
men! ; but simply to make money, Sup1J Officeandbarnon Market street. Everything
Yearij sdrertlsers hate the pririlege of three flrst-ciass.
We are constantlyincreasingoqr stock pose it Is found, therefore, that they are
Beelneee Cards In City Directory, not orer three ^TBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; of /fnc Furniture.The finest Bureaus, becoming a dangerous, demoralizing,‘and
11 Office of Dallr Stage Line to Saugatock, 9th Toilet and Bedroom Suits, Sofa Chairs.
lines, |100 per annum.
atreet,near Market.
discouragingelement In society, one calNotices of Births, MarrUfee, and Deaths pubSofas, and a fine assortmentof Carpet* all
lished wiilwtt charts.
culated to interferewith progress, . and deWaieuukn aid BUokimlthi.
just received and sold at bottom figures for
An I before the Subscriber's name will denote
bauch and degrade our own people, what
the expiration of the Subscription.Two IS slg- I'hUKJflMAA BRO.. Wagon and Blacksmith Cash.
Blfy that no paper will be con tinned after date.
1/ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Come and give us a call.
then? Is It any wonder that a c /mmunity

9

there or here, and that is that the China-

quarter of a century since

Bpedal Notice.

only one sen-

far as appears,

timent exists among respectablepeople

sll

whose midst they

i\.

sidered. 60

comparisonwith na- friends in Californiainyite «»e attention
of the Washington authorities.— /nferlaborers makes them so much the more

Oranges and Lemons, Dates, Figs and nomical beyond

fc4mu. ments; Eighth street.

217.

the complaintsmade ought to he well con-

prices aud hereafter wili sell at the follow- consideration of Congreas.It is idle to
PUBLISHED BVBBT SATURDAY AT
TTAVRRKATB, O, J. First Ward Hardware ing prices:
denounce or mock at the bitter sentiment
I A
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8tb
Bread, 8 cents or 3 for 20 cents.
springing up in the Pacific States against
ciT?,
street.
Biscuits, 10 cents a dozen .
OFFICE : VAN LANDBOEND’t BLOCK.
the large Influx of Chinamen. The very
ITAN DfiR VBBN, E., Dealer in General HardI keep the largest assortment of candy
ware ; cor. Eighth and River street.
and confectionery in ‘he city, and sell th111 fact that these immlgrauts are industrious,
0. YAH 80HILVEN, BlltoranlPuUiiher.
LANDEGRND A MELTS. Dealers in alio at reduced prices. Best Cheese. quick to learn the various trades, and eco-

amm

NO.

"A

Feed,
On account of tlte heavy taxes this year
ennema's Brick tinlldlng.—See Advertisement. and in order to lighten the burdens or the
Barflwirt.
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1876.
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r.HAi. air

)
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‘iflfl* tw1

The

fooling

upon

thta lubjoct Io the away as rooftaig licked up

States on the Padflc slope is Intense,

qnd

by • mighty

conflagration.4* Isn’t this a better

my**

reaponaentror

|

any

purpose

wonderful

‘reason to »p
; has been\ii
) assistant oouuft in the
Louis,

lections and
id searching

who

ly and with
than in pre-

examined bjAe House
rhlsky proeeuMons the
but contributednothing, new to the

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
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^
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}

taalulk^

neys wae calculated to cripple the prosecutions,
to that it would natoijfliytottiiij|Uteor, inarm
witnesses: said
Iroow exactly toe
cause of his removal but supposed it was ou
account of reflectionsupon the President in
his address to the Jury,

iXSTnot
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Three pereons were fatally injured in Ditiaiofi iftaat- New York, the other <Uy, bye

falling well ____ PetrickDonehue, the proprieIhtormabomreceived by the State departtor of the Boston Ptiot, recently failed and ment Justifies the conclusionthat the British
went into bankrupt^, and now it tome oat
Government has fully decided not to surrender
Winslow, the forger. Under the British law*
the criminal wm be held for a periodofsixty
in hie
J't
days from the 21st of March, and ean then de' i Thi gene pf biliiarde played at New Yore
mand to be released under a habeas corpus. , If
between Ojplle Dion and A. P. Eudolphe for
Winslow te releasedfrom custody,the extradi. the obampioQshipof America, a diamond one,
tion treaty between the two nations will unThe House special
and $1,000, on a four-pockettable, l.SOOjiolnta, doubtedly be terminated....
wee wonbyDion, Budolphe scoring only 994..., committee to toe whisky prosecutionsto Mis• The N4w Jereev Hoom of Bepresentativeehas souri examined Diet Atty. Dyer at Washington,
tabled, by a rote of 45 to 15, a bill for the tax- one day last weak. Mr. Dyer now seems to
think that aU toe suspioionihe frankly enter'' ation of church property.... Dre, Storree and
'Bodington, the well-known Congregational tained of everybody in Washington,except
clergymenof Brooklyn, have formally with- Seeketary Bristow and Bolidtor Wilson, were
drawn from their fellowshipwith the Congre- groundless. The testimony taken before toe
gational association, on account of the Beecher grand jury, Dyer states, was given to the defense by a juror named Fox, one of toe two
scandal l,Vfc'2T3 T 4
A terrible boiler explosion occurred at who voted against indictment,who afterward
went to Waahmgton and gave the teatimonv
Binghamton, N. I., last week. Three per- away, getting in some wayute eon appointed
sona were killed, two seriouslyinjured,and to ah office.
Secretary Chandler testifiesbefore the
a number 40 others slightly injured. J ' 1
Committee
on War DepartmentExpenditures
AxasAwnm T. Stewart, the greet New York
that the statements of the detective, G. &
dry goods merchant, died in that city on the 10 th
BeU, so far ks they relate to him, are wholly
inst, j of inflammatioD of the bladder, with

keeping.

•

,

<

,

"engagement

__

Loss, $200,000.
other day,
Id the Senate and presentedthe article* of Im- Taken altogether, the latest •triumph,
stock of information upon that subject. He
The statement is made, on semi-official au- peachment against William Worth Belknap, late
knew nothing about O. B. Bell and hia operaSecretary of war. The ntanagarewere received * Richard IL,' was gloriousand memoHons to St Loote ; said he beUeved the fetter thority, that frauds on customs amounting to and aeugned Mate within the bar of the Senate, rable ra every respect iff isaterwgreat
had pro- characterisation, and as worthy of study
of the Attorney-general to the district-attor- from $5,000,000 to $7,000,000 per year have and when the SergeanUat-Arma

.

;

which be had been afflicted for the past six
years. Hr. Stewart wad born in the North of
Ireland in the year 1803. He wee educated knowledge whatever of his having been em. at Trinity College, Dublin, and the earlier part
ployed by Babcock or his friends. ' Mr. Chandof hid career was devoted Uf school-teaching.
ler admitted that some weeks after the trial
Ifie came to New York city in 1823, and, after
and acquittal of Babcock he received a letter
, teaching school for aahorttime, hestarteda refrom Borje. of Philadelphia,saying that toe
tafi dry%oods store in Broadway. His basinets
expenses of the trial had been $40,000 : that
incmBM steadily, until, for many y am back, it bad ruined Babcock, and that he thought his
he has owned and managed probably the friends should eome to his aid. Thereupon he
largest dry goods house In the world. His drew his check for $1,000 to Babcock’s favor.
fortune has been variously estimated at from
. . .An order isstied' by the President,through
1i$a0.0aD,000 to $60, 00Q,000, but, like the late
the Secretaryof War, dirootingthe re-estabWilliam B. Astor'e, it will probably prove to lishment of army headquartersto Washington,
have been exaggerated.
and also providingthat to future all orders is• THB
-•
sued by the War department pertainingto mil-

Cal

saw

claimedalienee, Lord read the article*at length.
ent having
pro tempore
___
___
Senate would
take the proper order on the subject of the impeachmoras was one of the most rapid and sklllfnl ment, of which dne notice would be given. The
Impeachment—
Interesting
operationsof modern warfare, and if the in- House managers than retired. The Senate subsequently adopted an order to print the articles of
After some. dispute in the House as
impeachment.... ThASmata.
executive aession,
rejected the nomination of Bichard H. Dana, Jr., to
emment may not be regarded as an extraordi- be Minister to England. Tbs vote stood: Yeas,'
nary event, Gen. Diaz ba expressed his de- 17 ; naya,
terminationto remain at MatRmofM until his
finally decided that the managers only
Heuae.— A mearege was received frOm the Senate
troops enter toe city of Mexico, a threat, oonannouncing that the Senate was ready to receive need go, and , they went They were
sideftog the great sympathymanifested by the
preceded to the door of the Senate
people, and the dteaffeetionexisting to the army, the Belknap Impeachment articles.... Knott, tbo,
which he seems not unlikely to carry into effect. chairman of the Judiciary Committee,reported a chamber by Serjeant-at-arms Thompbill to amend section 1,044 of the revised statutesno
During the quarter ending with the Btynth as to provide that no person shall be prosecuted, son, and were met at the door of the
Sbnate by Sergeant-at-arms Fretich, of
of March the receiptsof the United Btatos tried or punished for any offense,except against
the interosl revenue, nnless indicted within three the Senate.
Patent office at Washington were $227,181.09,
years after such offense baa been or may be
The scene was quite interesting. The
and the expenditures $161,289.78,leaving an committed.1’After dircussion,the bill paMod....
excess of receipts to the amount of $«, 891.^1, Blackburn offered a resolution Inquiring under galleries of the Senate were crowded
Secretary Fish has sent to toe American what law, and by whose orders, Gena. Upton slid with spectator^, and on the floor were
Forsythe and MaJ. Sawyer, of the army, are absent
Charge d'Aff^ir^ at London an official note in- in foreign countries. Adopted.... Schleicher in- many prominent men, among them Ben
forming hW that toe United States cannot un- troduced a bill to provide for the protection of the Wade, of Ohio. When the managers
Texas frontier on the lower Uio Grande. ...Thei
der any circumstances take cognizance of the House held mi evening session,wh'ch was devoted reached the entrance, Sergeant-at-arms
act of toe British Parliament or 1870 touching exclusively,in Committee of the Whole, to the aon- French cried out :( “The managers of
extradition treaties, and peremptorilyrefusing eideratloii of the Legislative Appropriation bill,
the impeachment of William W. Belto give any assuranceswhatever that Winslow,
Wednesday, April {j.— Senate.—The Senate, knap on the part of the House of Repretha Boston forger, shall nob be tried for any
9t 10 o’clock, organized as a court of Impeachment. sentatives desire admittance.”The
crime except that for which extradition is asked.
He also gives notice that the enforcement of Chief JusticeWaite appeared and administered President of the Senate replied : “ The
managers of the impeachment of Willthis conditionwill be regarded by our Govtnm* the following oath to six Senators at
time: “You do solemnly swear that In all
ment as an abrogation by Great Britain of the
things appertainingto the trial of the Impeach- iam w. Belknap on the part of the
Aahburton treaty.
ment of W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of Wan now House of Representativesare admitted,
pending, yon will be impartial and just, ao-'
1 POLITICAL.
and the Sergeant-at-arinswill conduct
cordingto the Constitution and of the law.” After
The .Democratsof Connecticuthave re-elect- the oath had been administeredthe pbief-Justice them to their seats.” The managers
retired,and the Senate adopted an order tostrncted their Governor, Charles K. Ingersoll,by ing “ the Secretary of the Senate to notify the House then came in, Mr. Lord, of New York,
that the Senate is now organ- the chairman, walking ahead, with his
7,500 majority,and secured a majority to both of Representatives
ized for the trial of the impeachment of W. W. Bel- hands full of papers, his coat buttoned
branches of toe Legiel ature ____ Reports have knap, late Secretary of War, and ready to receive
up very tightly, his collar very white
been telegraphed to Washington from New
been perpetratedat Ban Francisco,

-

The

military situation in Mexico is grottoi
decidedly Interesting. The capture of Mata-
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the managers of the impeachment on

York to too effect that Seymour, Church, and
the Tammany crowd are activelyopposing the
appototmerfTof i Tflden delegation to the Bt.
Louis convention.Senator Kern an and most
of the New York Democrats in Congress ate
also said to be opposed to the Governor.

the
part of the douse of Reprint'.Oves.” In a short and stilf. and his boots newly blackened.
time the House managers appeared in the Sent
Behind liim came Proctor Knott and
chamber and requested that Belknapbe summoned
Lynde, of Wisconsin, both looking very
to appear and answer. It wm ordered that Belknap
be summoned to appear on Monday, April 17, at 1 Boldtfin and clasping
came
o’clock.The managers then withdrew, and the court McMahon, of OmO, and Jehks, of Pennadjourneduntil the 17th ...A bill was passed authorizing tho sale of the Pawnee Indian reservation.! sylvania. They were also arm1 to arm.
. .The Senate Indulged in a long discusalon of the
Then came Judge Hoar and-Lapham, of
Postal bill without reaching a vqje.

«rms. Then

The President has nominated CharlesJ. Mcbe Consol-general at Borne ____ A
New York. Mr* Lord, who is a very
Washington
dispatchsaya“ tba* IllinoisDemoHouse.— Randall offereda resolutiondirecting the
Wilbur F. Storey, the editor of the Chicago itary affairsshall be promulgatedthrough the
fluffy man, fumbled around among his
General of the Army. It was on this latter crats to Cet^prenhave Entered upon a very Secretary of the Treasury to furnish the House with
> Times, h foreman of the grand Jury of the
potot that the disagreement occurred between active canvass for Justice David Davis, of the an itemized account of the amount expended under papers, then got up, and, addressing
CrimiUalwdurtOfthat city....Bixronstabouta, Gen. Sherman and BecretaryBelknap, leading United Btatee Supreme court, as the Demo- the item of $300,000 appropriated for light and fuel Senator Ferry, said : ,
cfctio Presidential
candidate.’
“Mr. President.”
all negroes,lost their lives at Boonville, Mo., a to the transfer of headquarters to Bt.Lonis ...
for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1876. Adopted.
Postmaster General Jewell left Washington on
There
was
no
choice
for Governor in Rhode ....Cox, from the Committee on Banking and CurMr. Ferry— Mr. Manager.
<>
1
few days ago, by the sinkingof a grain barge.
rency, reported a bill to regulate the winding up of
the 5th tostjm an official tour of the country,
Mr. Lord— The managers, on the part
TKEcity pf Salt Lake, Utah, was thrown into for the purpose of inspecting toe principal Island ;by toe popular vote, of which Lippitt National banks. He explained that the object of the
consternation,
the other day, by three
mill-routesand. postoffices....The Senate (Rep.), received 8,212 ; Howard (Prohib.), bill was to fadlitateliquidation,and that insolvent of the House of Representatives,are
banks may be perfectlyand speedily closed up in ready to exhibit the articlesof impeachexploeioas, suooeedingeach other at intervals trf Committee on PHvflegee and Elections are 6,228 ; and Beach (Dem.), 3,472. It now de- the interest of th*r public. Passed.....Hubbejl,
reported
to
be
unanimously
opposed
to
the
volves
upon
the
Legislature
to
choose
a
GovafewHeoends. People rushed into the streets
from the Committee on Banking and Currefacy. ment against William W. Belknap, late
House bill prohibitingmembers, Senators and ernor, and as that body is strongly Republi- reportedback, adversely, tho bill fixing the legal Secretaryof War.
in terror, hones ran away, add consternation
.ipigned supreme. Windows were blown in, other officuus from contributingmoney for can GoV. Lippitt’sre-electionte an assured rate of intereston national money throughout the
The President pro tem.— The SerUnited Staten at not exceeding six per cent, per andoom blown from their hinges, chimneys blowp election purposes.It is claimed that, under fact. (I
num .... The House devoted some time, In Commit- geant-at-armswill make proclamation.
the
provisions
of
the
biU,
candidates
for
office
flown, and many buildings badly injured. The
The National Colored Convention at Nashville, tee of the Whole, to the consideration of the bill
The Sergeant-at-arms—Hear ye! Hear
cause pf this terrible explosion was not known cannot subscribe money to purchase newspa- last week, was quite largely attended.Resolu- transferring the Indian bureau to tho War departpers
to
distribute
among
voteni.
until an immense volume of smoke was seen
ment .... The evening sessionwas devoted exclusive- ye 1 Hear ye ! All persons are comGmi’ Babcock, Levf P. Luckey and Ai C. tions were adopted reaffirming their devotionto ly to the LegislativeAppropriation bill.
rising from Arsenal Hill, immediately north of
manded to keep silence, on pain of fine
the frit;. Upon this hill was four powder- Bradley,who were charged by toe detective the Republican party ; that, nevertheless,they
Thursday, April 6.— Senate.—Sherman, from and imprisoment, while the House of
magazines,in which were stored thirty
have. Just reason for complaint against those
the Finance Committee,reported the House Silver- Representatives is exhibitingto the
BeU, in hia testimony before the Clymer Comor forty tons of powder, all Of which
members who have proved recreant to their
exploded almost simultaneously. A mittee, with having hired liim (Bell) to abstract tnmto ; returning thanks to the friends of free- coin bill ** amended by the committee. One of the Senate of the United States articles of
flouring-milland the water-works buildings importantpapers and evidencefrom the District- dom ; and disfavor any desire to cherishill- amendmentsprovides for the re coinage of tho old impeachment against W. W. Belknap,
American dollar, and making it a legal tender to the
oh CityCbeek were riddled with boulders. Im- attorney’s office at St. Louis, have been heard by feeltog againstthe ex alaveholdtog element of amount of $00, instead of $60. as fixed by the House. late Secretary of War of the United
mense boulders fell crashing through build- the oommitiee touching toe matter. Bradley, the Bonto; express gratitude to President Anotheramendment providesthat the trade dollar States.
who, it seems, was a kind of secret attorney Tor Grant and Senator Morton for their efforts in shall not hereafter be a legal tender for any amount
The managers then rose from their
Baboo 'k, admits having .directed Bell to betialfofthe colored race, and favor a compul- whatever...Wright,from the Committee on the
* / t »» ,
get
copies
of
all
the
evidenoe
he
could,
and
in
Judiciary,
reported
adversely
on
the
Senate
bill
to
1 of these magaednes. All that could be found
sory educationallaw in the South.
abolish
capital
punishment,
and
it was indefinitely
case
he
could
not
get
copies
to
secure
the
subrf them were small pieces of flesh,the largest
Mr. Lord— The managers will now exA Washingtondispatch to the Chicago postponed .... Boutwell introduced a bill making an
piece being a portion of a foot in a boot. A stance and forward it to him in Washington.
appropriation to defray the expenses of the com- hibit the articlesof impeachment by the
Tribune
Rhys:
“There
is
good
authority
for
Mrs. Yannatta and * bey named Joseph Bad- Babcock arid Luckey both deny having emmittee appointed to investigate the Miasiaaippi House of Representatives in the name
iflen, living in distant Mite of the city, were ployed Bell to perform the service alleged by the statement that the President has discov- election.... Tho Postal bill was again up for conof themselves and of all the people of
him.
‘According
to
their
story,
Bell
representstrnck by boulders ana killed, and one lady
ered that he has been deceived by Bsbcock and sideration,and Harvey offered a substitute,allowdied from fright A number of other persons ed to them that there was a great conspiracy others in very many things daring the entire ing four-poundpackages to go throughthe mails |t the United States against W. W. Belwere injured,, some probably fatally. In the againstthe President by Bristow,Dyer, Hen- course of his administration,
and that he will the rate of one cent for two ounces, Morrisonalso knap, late Secretary of War, for high
vicinity of the exploded magazines were found derson and others, with a view of breaking soon take occasion in some decisive way to offered an amendment creating a fourth dfssof crimes and misdemeanors while in office.
,
portionsof the remains of two 'boys who had down the administration,and hence they convince the public of this fact Those who mail matter. . -i o>) t, ,
Mr. Lord then, standing,read the arHouse.—The Printing Committee reported a bill
gone out gunning in the morning. One of hired BeU as a kind of spy on the doings of bate recently conversed with the President
providing for the purchase of the property of tho ticles of impeachment, the other manatheir hand^ was found clutchinga duck. It is Hendersonand Dyer.
say that he has become keenly consciousthat
n^sup^^thevhad fired into the magazine^
A Washington dispatch of the 7th inst. he has been groesly deceived and betrayed by late CpiyrusionalGlobe ...... Tho bill fixing the gers remaining in their seats. The readsays: “A sab-committeeof the Judiciary those around him, and that he has never been President's salary at $25,u00 after March 1ST7, ing of the articlesoccupied about fifteen
fully aware of this until quite recently ____ was reported from tho AppropriationCommitt. ^sHocxriro tragedy was enacted in 8t Louis
Committee of die House has had the safe- Blame has returned to Washington, exuberant tee, and passed without discussion..... The bill minutes. On the conclusionof the
reading the’ President pro tem. said*:
one day last week. A wealthy citizennamed
burglary siibjectunder taieatieatidn for several and hopeful. He says that He expects to re- fixing the rate of interestthroughoutthe country
W* W- Jilz bed seduced a girl named Shane, days, and to-day struck something tubatantial. ceive 160 votes on the first ballot at Cincinnati. at six pen cent, was defeated-yeas, 75 ; nays, 135. “The chair will inform the managers
....There was afively debate during the evening
who was working to his house as a, servant A H. G, Whitely,late Chief of the Secret Service
session.It opened with an attack on the Appro- that the Senate will take proper order on
Divisionof the Treasury department, was In- i
!.
FOREIGN.
j ,. ,
Dunnell, Townsend the subject of the impeachment of W.
brother of, the girl, a mere youth, .attacked
dicted with Harrington, ex-AsaistantDistrictwas repelled by W. Belknap, late Secretary of War, of
Jilz in hid own minsion, firing a fatal shot
Minnesotaand Indiana,with nine Southern
attorney, and some others, for the saferburglary
through hia lunge. The latter defended himwliich due notice shall: be given to the
conspiracy.Whitely was examined by the States, are mentioned unfavorablyto the report
Friday, April 7.— Senate.—Not in seemon.
self with a revolver, firing four shots to rapid
House of Representatives.”
committee
to-day, 'and for three hours gave JuBt published to Loudon by the council of forHotwc.— After a sharp discussion the House, bj>
succession Into Shine's body, and inflicting
the history of toe oopepiracyand the manner eign bondholders. . .Hostilitieshave ceased in
almost instantaneousdeath. Jilz is the owner
a vote of 89 y«a» to 198 naya, tabled a resolution
of carrying it out. His* testimony, tme, Abyssinia, , and negotiations far peace with
There is a remarkable decline to our
.^npafept auger for boring .wells,from which
authorizing Gen. Weitze), of the army, to art as
trade with Sheffield, the imports from
.a. a
he has realized quite a fortune. Ho was i cOUvicts Gen. O. E. Bsbcock of Mving1 giVen Egypt am to
trustee for the Cincinnati Southern railroad....
man of considerable inventive genius, but of the first orders that set the conspiracyat Work,
France baa determined to hold another Uni- Whitthorne,the Chairman,pf the Committee on that dty having been only $585,000 in
and of having Tied a knowledge and a certain
reetless,rpving nature, and . baa
versal Exposition,opening at Puis on the 1st Naval Affairs, reported a reaohitlou instructing the the first quarter of this year, Against $2,subcommittee to proceed to the Philadelphia and
lived to , scores of towns in . DU* participation to it to the end. whitely testified
that Babcock, for him and to his own house, de- of May, 1878.... Affaire to Torkiah provinces League Island Navy -yards to Inquire into certain 275,000 in that of 1878. It is natural in
note, Indiana.
Nflchlgiii..
An
immense indignation meeting of property- veloped the service be was expectedto perform.” are growing more threatening. Many Mahom- alleged abuses and frauds. Adopted .... The House view of this dbtrtMg' change that n great
... .The Boutwell committee on the mBHisHippi
Sheffield concern should contemplate
medans are joining ths insurgentsin Bosnia. then went into committeeof the whole on the private
I i
troubleshave decided not to begin thOir labors
. . xuu law
inn abolishing
ttuuunuuiKthe
mo state
OMim of
u siege in
....Tho
transferring its machinery and business
Saturday, April 8,— /Senate.— Tho Sonata
against tbo ballot- box ontreges perpetratedny
France hys been officially
promulgate
ly promulgated.
to this oottutty.— iVew York Tribune.
held no session.
the bummer politicians at the recent town elocseverely condemns
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mine exceeded in value the representations
of the venfrom ton tone U the speeches and resototionfl,
I dore.
. .Thb House Committee ou Appropriathe determination has been arrived at by the
tions have decided in the Legislative, Execnpeople of the city that the town officerswho
were fraudulentlycounted in ahaU not be permitted to aseume toe duties of the position to
enue from 209, the present number, to 105. It
which they claim to have been elected. Sugis proposed to make a compromise and establish
gestions of vigilancecommittees, lamp-posts,
the number at
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\

that the

.

166.

calendar.1
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the action of the United States in rejectingthe

Hotiv.-The proceedingsin toe House

'were lin(-

THE MARKETS,

ited to the delivery'of speeches,to wfiteb there
were few listeners,either on the floor or in the
,vg«|

of Mr. Dana ____ Thirty persons
were drowned at Aberdeen, Scotland, the galleries.
other day, by too sinking of a ferry-boat
Monday, April
nomination

which was being drawn across theRivfr Deo by
means of a wire
:r

rope.

Official advicesfrqM Madrid announce that
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Breves'..

YORK.
...........8 oo’
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00

go

8 75
the Senate Hooa—
Cotton ............................is^
during the morning hour a large number of bills
Flour— SuperfineWestern ........4 00 Q 4 50
and pkltions were presentedand referred. Tha Wheat— No. 2 Chicago..
..... 1 29 (& 1 23
...... 70
72
House bin to pnividefor the deficiency in fho Corn ........................
..... ».4..«
. 45 ^4 51
Printing and 'EngravingBureau of tile Treasury QaTB.
nYK..
........
>>a(
.
88
(<4
02
department, and for tho iasne of silver coin of the
It.
..... .22 50 022 75
United States in Pk
place of fractional currency Pork—
14
14^
was taken up and passed amended by, Urn Lard— Steam ............
10.-4-Senate.— In

@

.>

Government of King Alfonso is carefully
tGEN. Babcock denies the story of Detective organizing a force, which will include some
maty remedies for toe evUs complained of may Whitely impTicattoghim to the safe-burglan- of the troops which recently surrendered under
pqesibly be resorted to to, case of emfigenoy.
oouspiiacy. He admits having dealings With Don Carlos, for tho Bunuresaionof toe Cuban Senate Finance Committee.... A ‘resolutionw^h Deeveb— Choice Grided Steerrf. ... 5 00 @ 5 50
piOommftrebellion. Tho army will sail for Havana adoptedauthorizing BoutwelF*Mississippi
[.,
Choice Native* ...........4 76 (4 6 00
Whitely,but olaitos that the work he' assigned about October 1, as it i» not thought advisable tee to employ a clerk
rk and stenographed;
an* to send
snd
Btenngra
, Cows and HeiWrt.... .... 3 25 <5 3 75
i hntil after the
aielilvfor P0”008 8nd paperi. A bill was also Introduced
rlt
A New Orleans dispatch of a recent date to him was the fecrettog .out of newspaper men to commence
.....
tmtu after toe sickly appropriating $10,000to defray the expeuBes of the
Good SeCond-clAss' Slcera 4 25 0 4 60
season in Cuba.
, says : “ At a meeting to-night, of the SouthMedium to Fait..... ..... 4 00 <4 4 25
r/* «
made ffthe
Inferiorto Common ...... 3 00 @ 3 76
A dispatch to the London Times from ' Hot/te'.— The Committee on ElecUoria repoftedi
ern Republican club, a wrangle occurred over Board of Pubho Works... .Col. Broadheid, of
Hoos-Live
................ 6 25 @ 8 25
toe adoption of tile minutes of the previous
Odessa represent that tfitf.iqfibrrectiou in Bos- resolution that tJ. B. Farfrell is not entitledto hia FLOUB-FancyWhite Winter ..... . 7 00 $ 8 00
* meeting. A fight ensued,and during the firing
Good fochoico SprtngEx.. 4 75 61 6 60
nia aufi Croatia is assuming dangerous propor- seat a« a member from toe Third Illinois district,
Wheat— No. 1 Spring.,.,.,'..;
..... 1 07Jf® 1 07
. ^^eh.w^fho^uetf. whom, Lucign said ba had long desired to esplato to
tions. Tho toajority of insurgentsare Teteftna and that J. V. teMoynelsWtitichtdtoch seat. The
Adams, Jr., will die. The other wounded are
of tho Austrian militia. Tho Gqvornor of minority rppori* to favor oj; Farwcll, was notreadjt
•festevr.
~ Laden Adams, Sr., and John W. King; Others
Bosnia has advised the proclamationof holy
cobn-no. 2.. ...17!?.....
« are reported wounded. Put their names are
served that Broadhesd in bis argument Mfeik>
Oats—
No.
2..... ..................
war. Ho has been recalled. The intelligence
called up for action...,The House suspended
kept secret by members of the
~ the Jury
Unto l*d foUowed jtoe same Is so alarming that toe Russian Govern meat is til
Rye— No. ......... r...., ......... 64 9 £*
the rules, and. without 'tay consideration or disBARLAY-Na. .........
;.V ..... 65)4®
publish it to Odessa..;.The St. Petew- cussion, passed too River and Harbor AppropriaKjr., wvi
Butter— Fancy
......... 32 0$
ikpOftoS afraidto
drowned In the Ohio river, opposite tbit city, thte
burg correspondentof the AllegemeineZeitunq tion bill, Tha total amount appropriated la $5,87|Eosa— FMsh..t.,*. .........
J **
Action at great lengths He said the first idea
850...
.A
resolution
was
adopted
inquiring
into
the
maintainsthat the Czar really intended to abdimoB*
, >......I
last week, by the sinking of a skiff in which
PPi
..........
cause of the imp^pwaqPIt P( HOMeagher Condon.
‘anli
cate, but the idea was abandoned inconseLABD...1
t.W.tvf.L
....... 13
18#
they were rowing across the stream. .. Jefferquence of jMtorttiop of hie health....
son, .De$ro,- telegram: “F. J. PattUlo, local sentationsmade to him by TUttoto,'hxwkom be
Wrort^Ho.
It is given oOtlC St Petersburgthat toe RobEdwin Booth.
had explicit confidence. Tuttoq^d tim tansCorn— No. ....... ..,.v.;......y.7
Man governmentthinks toe addition of v EmTaylor, editor or Jtmptecure, witn a cowniae, fer would be a mere advance notification to disMr. Booth, who is now playing a fbnr Oats— No, 9.. ...... .... ....lift....
press of India” to Queen Viotoria’stitle iff just
nrldeh he us« free* till Taylor get his pistol tillers, and toll tli$ only way to discover
about toe right thing, and will good-naturedly weeks’ engagementat Mo Vickers’ thea....
r»J.' .'22 60 <022 75
crooked distillers was to Bend an honest man
ter, Chicago, has created a new gem to
hom.
.7^
yx
^ 4$ f 7 m*
the dramatic diadem, and with as much
nited in pubUoiUoiilutbdrrwpMtiT.papers."
hoot race this year was won by OambridgeTT^
Urgewhotaele house of William H. Jtotiraitti thePreeident’srinoerity of puipore
success ss he has kept all the old ones Oattxji .......... imWATOE* " 8 00 ^ 5 °®
Affairs on the B^Myande are getting de13«
bright and clearin their luster. The W«u*-No.l .....................1 18
*0.8 ....... IT ........ ....107
cidedly interesting. A fight recently occurred
07#
press of the country award to Mr. Booth OomN-Ha.9 .............. ...... . 47
4S7
between Mexicans snd Americans, in which
r*ii 'VaSHIHOToW."
82
the meed of praise which is justly his 0*Ta-N°.2 .....
three of toe former and two of the latter were
i^Jtotaoa of both Bouses of Oongrssa are
due— to him wff look; f$r $he elevation BSi^-NoVi:
:: SS
'»dkm#:‘fdhran3 with much appretatCsnto
of
the dramatic art-rhe is the grand exCINCINNATI.
On the 10to ms? ®ttS!§nat?Nro Laredo
WOA* .......................... 148
opened fire upon toe American citizensand
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and United States troops on oppoaito' sides of
PORK-Me**. ...........
«86 «22 60^
creating a great sensation in all the La*D..... ..... .
.............18k<* la
toe river, the latter throwing ehdflaat t lively
principal cities of the Union, with an
r nWn 1 c TOLEDO. - i / mXM'Jj
nertv. and Alnuwt ohlitAratin* iluh iMnnfaotur. rate into toe Mexican town.
to The Mark Lane Express, to
tke accord which muStefeSeafeeltogof pride
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der wheat appears to be aMnt fito-eeroitinr of
^Forty miners left Scranton,Pa., the other
that of 1875, and the quantityof wheat sold in
neither the knowledge nor informationof toe
payment of any sum of money by any officeror da^r, for the Black Hills. They were accom- the country for sowing has been considerably
'
person to any newspaper editor or cor- panied to the depot by a brass band and a loro than

usual.”
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who witnessedMr. Booth’s touching
‘Lear* may know something of his
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MICHIGAN ITEMS.

hired a rig and went to the dance in fine style,
while the

STATE TAXES*

tradesman, chanced, however, to pass

farmer boy, being more economical,

that way, and with wonderful prodigality

All Sorts.

Maryland taxes

hospitals and charity
was institutions.
Bat Cm owes 1480,000 and feels very like Returning, the village boy having spent all his
electrical.The lifeboat was manned and
The New York financial Bulletin a rescue
A Centennial oath : “ Don’t care a
moner. induced the farmer lad to sleep with
a city.
gives, from every State government^
continental.” +*
him in the hay loft of the livery bam, and after
BIichiqan has sent 1,100 varieties of wood
Detective Bell.
A? 4diP sleep Ihe^Wfcp boy went official returns showing the taxation,
Dr. Mart WAUttM nys there is a (orand 2,000 varieties ot shrube to the Centennial.
debt and assessed valuation of taxable
A Washington correspondent furnish-

Small-poxhas broken oat In Jackson.

worked his passage by driving one of the teams.

The Growth of Taxation Daring

Fifteen

Tears— A Startling Record.

£5 note. The

produced a

effect

effected.

1

the

through his pocUds. and secured |5 or iC of
On Wednesday last a passenger train on the
the farflter boy’s share of the wheat money.
Michigan Central railroad ran over Joseph
When tli* farmerf boy found he hadbeftirobbed
Sweeney, of Detroit, near the Junction,and
by his companion he squealed ’ on him, and
killed him
thus the matter came out"
Mb. C. M. Tyrrell, of Jackson, has a wellState Board ol Health.
preserved two-dollar-bill of ihe old Continental
The thiid annual report of the Seofctaryof
currency, which will be 100 years old nexr
the Stats Board of Health has just been pubJuly, and which has been in his family eve.
lished. It Is foil the year ending Sept 30,
since it was issued.
187^; has a little over 200 pages, and contains,
The Gratiot Couiiiy Journal says that Col beeidse the repoft props* the Secretary, Dr.
O. F. Wianer, of Ithaca, has in his possession H. B. Baker, eleven special papers on subjecta
a piece of the scaffold upon which John Brown closely related to the public Ifealtb.The Lanwas hung; also a piece of Washington's coffin. sing Republican prints an abstract of each Of
The latter relic he intends to deposit in the these papers, but we oah finff room for only

instantly.

‘

j

>

State library at Causing.

the

Miss Clara Shelly, s former resident of

'j^tlee,as

follows: “Local Boards. of

Health/’by Dr. Homer O. Hitchcock,of Kela-

and mazoo “Poison* A|H<raltqf^" by Dr. R.
November last, which contains 0. Kedzlei “Trichina),"by: Dr. Arthur
17,000 pieces. The pieces are wedge-shaped Hazlewood,of Grand Rapids ; “Influence of
and are about one inch long and three-fourths Occupationsupon . (Health,"by Rev. C. H.
Brigham,of Ann Arbor; “The Disposal of
of au inch wide at the widest place.
Judge Green, of Bay City, has appointed as Human Excreta, ".by the President of the
commissioners to settle the differencebetween Board, Dr. H. O. Hitchcock ; two short papers,
the counties of Midland and Roscommon, one entitled “ Failure to Prevent Deaths beCharles H. Turner and Joseph Bngbee of lieved to have been Preventible,"and the
Fenton, Wm. Newton of Flint, and Luther other on “The Reproduction of Disease
Germs," both by Dr. Henry B. .Baker,SecreWeetover and James Shearer of Bay City.
The contractors to build the Mackinaw and tary of the Board \ “Progrees of Oil InspecGratiot oounty, commenced a quilt in 1872
finished it in

Marquette railroad will begin work

at

both ends

of the route, and probably at Grand Island,

tion," by A. A. Day, State Inspectorof Illumi-

natiog Oils ;

“On

.

Ozone,’* by Prof. Kodzie;

.

about midway. According to the pre- “ The Water Supply," replies from twentyliminarysurveys about one-fifth of the whole five correspondents of the board ; “Influence
which

property of the respective States at the es a few brie! scraps from the history of tone awaiting the tailor who can invent
a mode of cutting pantaloons so they
latest dates, and from like sources correO. 8. Bell, the detectivewho represents will uot bag at the knee.
sponding figures for 1860, and from these that he was hired by Babcock and Luckey
Message and reply sent and received
facts we quote as follows:
to steal papers from the District-attorat a Connecticuttelegraph office;, “I
From 1860 to 1875, inclusive, the pop- ney’s office at St. Louis:
am dying; oome as soon as yon oan.”
ulation of the States increased from
“It seems that Bell was originally
31,200,000 to 44,100,000,or 41.19 per from Galesburg, 111., and was a member “I cannot oome ; when you die let me
oent. The assessed valuation of taxable of the Nineteenth Illinois infantry. He know.”
property has risen from $12,547,900,000 volunteeredto become a spy for Gen.
A boiling lake, two miles in circumto $18,380,900,000, or at the rate of 46.48 Hurlbut during the war, and went ference, has been found in ihe island of
per cent., or only 5.29 per oent. in excess
through considerable danger and hard- Dominica. It is on the top of a wooded
of the ratio of gain m population; so ship in the service. At one time he went mountain, and is 2,500 feet above the
that those who have maintainedthat from Gen. Hurlbnt through Johnson’s level of the sea.
valuation and not population is the true army to Gen. Grant at Vicksburg. He
Give Susan B. all credit for having
standard with -which to compare taxation got into the confidenceof Johnston and paid off $10,000 indebtedness which
do not gain much by preferring that undertook to carry a lot of secession caps most any business man would have
standard. Taxes for purely State ex- from him to Pemberton in Vicksburg. jumped. She’s horiett if not handpenditures have grown from $27,200,000 He came to Grant’s headquarters witn some. — Free Press,
to $70,400,000,or at the rate of 158.44 the caps, gave Grant his dispatches from
The mysterious music at North Chili,
per cent.; and State debts have risen Hurlbut, showed him Johnstons disN. Y., has been found to proceed from a
from $266,800,000 to $367,100,000,an patches to Pemberton, and after having
sawmill ten miles off, the humming viincrease of 37.99 per oent. It should be dampened the cape so that they were usebrations of the air being distinctly noexplained in referenceto debts that the less he went on through the lines to Pemticed with a favorable wind.
figures for 1875, so far as respects South- berton in Vicksburg. He remained there
ern States which have repudiated,in- some days, drew a map of the fortifica- A piece of scroll ivory veneering sixtyclude only the debt now recognized by tions, which he concealed between the six feet tong and ten inches wide; containing nearly fifty square feet of surthe governments, and that Mississippi is
soles of his shoes, got some dispatches
charged in 1860 with the large debt from Pemberton to Johnston, and start- face, was sawed from an elephant's tusk
which that State has repudiated. To re- ed off. He delivered the Pemberton the other day at Deer river, Conn.
capitulate:
The fanners of Aroostook oounty, Me.,
dispatchesand the map he made to Gen.
Per cent.
believe
in combination.There is a
The population has Increawd .................41.19 Grant, and both proved very useful He
The valuation on haa inoroaaea ......... ..... 40.48 was onoe seven months in the rebel ar- starch factory in the county, afid the
The laxeB have increased......... ......... .158.44
farmers have pledged themselves not to
The debt* have Increased. .............. 87. 99 my, and in communication with Hurlbut
raise
potatoesfor it unless they oan be
Taxes have increased in nearly four- all the time. He rose to be a sergeant guaranteed at least twenty-fivecents a
in the rebel ranks. One of his oharaobushel.
teristios is his wonderful eyesight It is

is

distance is nearly a level grade, and another of Drainage," by Dr. H. F. Lyster, of Detroit.

Jerby Black chews up a paper of tosaid that he can distinguishobjects at a
The Lansing Republicaneditor has this to
distance that would be impossibleto bacco every six hours, and expectorates
tendencies
of
the
times
and
contributed
say of the contents ot the book: "'‘In Dr.
other eyes unaided by telescopes. He
office
Baker’s portionis given, first, a synopsisof the an ample qnota, along with the National
can read ordinary manuscript or newsheavily, has been experimenting upon the mail
work of the board daring the year, including Government and the counties and cities, paper print at a distance of two yards,
facilitiesof the| world. He sent a letter around
toward enormously aggravatingthe pubabstracts of the minutes of the regularmeetever met yon there in the dark he might
the world, and it got back to the city of lunalic burdens. It is gratifyingto find, and this wonderful faculty is very useful
ings : blank forms, circulars,'eta, issued ; and
to him in his business as a detective, ml take ybu for one of the sources of tne
tics in just eighty-six days and three hours. It
however, that the increase in the State
a financial statement which shows that during
“
debts falls below the rate of growth in Since the war Bell has been making a
had traveled 23,726 miles.
the year the expendituresof the State on aclivelihood by blackmailingand borrowMb. Oliver Perkins, of Illinois,is a
population.
Some of the Big Rapids urchinsamused them- count of the board including the salary of its
The ratio of increase in taxation and ing money, being much of the time in man of sound sense, if his eduoation has
selves April 1 by cuttingpennies into quartere,
secretary,who is ex-officio superintendent of debt varies widely. Western and South- governmentservice. He pretends to be been neglected. He lately sent his boy
and then going into stores they would call for vital statistics,amounted to only the meager
editor of the Southern Journal, printed to the schoolmarmwith the following
ern and Southwestern States moke by far
a quarter's worth of candy, nuts, etc. After sum of 83,734.21. A set of sanitary rules
the most favorable exhibit. In the at Chicago, and exhibits a contract with note : ‘ Miss Haze-Pleas life the barer
the packages were done up and delivered to the
recommended for adoption by local boards of Western States the percentage of in- that paper authorizing him to solicit for running away. Lik him Well No
boys, they would toes their quarterof a cent o*
health are printedin full, followed by remarks crease in taxationis 103.79, with an in- subscriptions and advertisingon com- raor at preaaant. Yours respective, Mr.
the counter and get out of sight as soon a] and suggestions concerningthe same. The crease of 168.84 per cent, in population; mission.”
Oliver
• .. *
possible.
subject of vaccinationis dwelt upon at some while the debts of that group of States
The jury to assess the damages for
The Increased Cotton Yield.
- i Portage Lake Mining Gazette says one length, and intereeting correspondence is given, show a reduction of 81.61 per cent In
straightening the Pennsylvania raurpad
It is well that the people of the South between Cam station and Coatsville, a
moet magnificentand sizeable specimens includinga letter from Haratune, a preacher of the southern and south western division,
shoold. realize that the tow prices of cot- distance of about one mile and a duarof the products of the country is now ready to
Bitlis,Turkey in Asia, relative to the terrible there is an increase of 103.40 per cent,
go forward to the Centennial. It is a mass of ravages of small pox in that country,where in taxes, with a decrease of 51.99 per ton during this season are not caused as ter, ha* found the sum of $25,226.60,
cent in the valuation(mainly owing to much by tne large size of the particular which is thought to be enormous. The
almost pure oopper, weighingover five tons,
vaccination is not general.Arguments are
the emancipation of slaves), and an in- crop now being marketed as by me steady railroad company have no appeal, they
cut smooth on three sides, and has been pregiven in a most lucid and forcible manner of
pared by Mr. Petrie,Superintendent of the tbs efficiency of this greatest discoveryof pre- crease of 27.92 per oent in population. yearly increase in the yield of the Soutn having agreed to abide by the decision
in the past and the proepeet of the con- of the
Central, as that mine's contribution to the ventivehygiene. The subject of illuminating Measured relatively with populationand
tinuance of that increase in the future.
valuation,
the
Southern
and
Southwest
Centennial.
The committee appointed to investioils is touched upon, and the efforts of the
era States make a much less favorable And while the consumption has also gate the subject of ladies’ luncheons
The Lansing Republicansays W. B. Thera, board to secure safety in their use are briefly showing than the West ; but compare steadily increased, to the extent of naing
when traveling, report that they invariaof that city, purchased In Okemoe last week, reviewed.Cases of buraing and death from favorably with other sections. Their all of the production,yet the priqe at
bly consist of a very small sandwich,
among other trees, a white oak, which was cut kerosene,which have recently occurred in this debts have been very largely augmented, which the raw staple has entered into
into three logs fourteen feet each in length State, are narrated, &pd a series of experiments the ratio being 83.08 per oent ; this per- consumption has been yearly becoming
and each log containing1,000 feet. It required with different kinds of lamps, burners, broken centage is likely to be materially dimin- lower and lower, the result of the steadily
six oxen to haul each log to the railroad station, chimneys, etc., performed by Dr. Baker, with ished in some of the States to repudia- increasing supply. The followingstafailure. These data are trustworthy,
where they were shipped to Europe. Three the assistance of H. H. Lamed, are detailed."
tory “scaling” of bonded obligations. tistics will show how regular the increase and shed light npon a subject to which
By far the worst showing occurs in in the yield of the South has been since little attention has been paid hitherto.
black walnut logs, bought- by Mr. Thom, averDolan's Good Fortune,
the
New England group of States. The 1822, and from them we may form some
aged 950 feet each.
Lazabdo, who performs the gun trick,
Ed. Dolan, of Marshall, conductor of the State taxes of that section have risen idea of what may be expected in the fuMrs. Drake, wife of Albert Drake, living Michigan Centralway freight, is in luck. The
catching (as is supposed) the ballet in
ture.
The
yields
of
1875
and
1876
are
from $1,646,002in 1860 to $10,456,877in
four miles north of St. Johns, came to the 24th of March he receiveda letter from Austrahis teeth, came very near losing his life
1875, and the debt from $8,645,858to of course only estimated,and the aggreoffice of Dr. A. J. Wiggins, of that place, the lia from the American Consul informing him
in Mississippi recently. He had just '
$46,476,898 ; the ratio of increase in the gate yield of each decade is given as
finished one of his performanceswhen
other day, for the purpose of having some that his wife was heir to 1250,000in real estate,
showing
more
clearly
the
average
steady
taxes being 535.26 per oent, and in the
teeth extracted. Against the doctor'swish, bank stock and money, by the death of her debt 437.56 per oent Yet the increase increase. It will be observed that the an excited and partiallyintoxicatedMischloroform was administered, and, after two father, Thomas Cody. “ Ed " has resigned of populationin that section has been average weight of the bales has increased sissippian in the audience drew a reinhalations, she seemed to sink away. All his position as conductor, and will start in only 20.19 per cent, and the augmenta- from about 300 pounds each in 1822 to volver and shouted, “Dern von, see if
about 480 pounds each in 1876. The yon oan catoh this.” He didn’t quite
efforts to revive her proved useless, and she a few weeks for Australiato look after his tion in valuation but 100.76 per oent
yields of the five years from 1862 to “ catch it,” but he came pretty near it
was taken home dead.
wife’s Inheritance.Thomas Cody, who was This is an astounding exhibit. It apBad feeling has for some time existed
A young man named John MoDoug&ll, was rather a singular sort of an Iriahman, pears utterly inexplicableon any otner 1866 are omitted, as the south was too
much
disturbed
to
render
statistics
rebetween
two families named Story and
supposition than that New England,
badly injured in an altercation at Thomas Tooleft Marshallat the time of the first gold
liable:
Hood,
both
living in Freestone oounty,
more
than
any
other
section
of
the
hey's. at Wenona, Friday night of last week.
excitement in California for the new Eldorado.
Crops
Founds.
Texas.
As
young
Story was on his way
Union,
has
yielded
to
the
political
exMcDougall states that Toohey hit him with a After remainingin Californiafor many years
1882, to 1831 ............. 8*1,
2,357,188,000
travagancesof the timee. We are aware 1832 to 1811 ............. 14,952,000 5,283,445,000 to mill recently, Wiley Hood met him
pevy as he was leavingthe house, but Toohey
he departed for Australia. His wife and daughthat New England contractedconsidera- 1842 to 1851..: .......... 23,226,000 9,290,479,000 and killed him. No one knows what ocstates that McDougall' first stiuck at him with
1852 to 1851 ............. 36.698,000 6,103,521,000
ter heard from him but a few times after he
ble State debts for war purposes ; and 1867 to 1876 ........... .38,113,00018,290,000,000 curred between them at the time. Youn;
a knife. The man's skull is thought to be fracleft Marshall— once through a gentlemanwho this may in some measure account for
Hood rode to his father-in-law’s an:
It appears from the above that the
tured. He was unconscious for half an hour,
returned to Marshall from Australia, and who the enormous increase of'i437.56 per
told him what he had done, and where
yield of the ten years since the war has
after being hit. McDougall is in a dangerous
reportedCody to be still living, and possessed cent, in State debts ; lint this can bnly
to find the body of Story. He then left
exceeded that of the decade immediately
condition, and it is thought he cannot^*'
for parts unknown.
of considerable, property. About a year ago au in small part account for the still larger
prior to* it by about 2, 186., 489,000
Australiannewspaper announced the death of increase of 535.26 in the State taxes.
j THE BOSES IN PARADISE.
pounds, equivalent to about 4,700,000
Tuesday evening of last week the citizens of one Tboe. Cody) and advertised for heirs of
The Middle States increased their bales of 460 ponnds each. In the sta- She ehowea me roees in my morning dream,
Ho fragrant, freah, and exqniaiteof hue,
Midland gave their Fire departmenta benefit bis estate, which, according to the laws of that State taxation from $6,647,875 in 1860
tistics above given we have estimated In no cold earthly paature could I deem
in the shape of a party and supper. D
Things of auch grace and beauty over grew.
oonntry, would go to the Goverament after hav- to $19,165,804in 1875, ^or at the rate of the crop of 1875 at about 4,600,000bales,
The hand that held them owned no mortal mold
the evening, to help the enjoyment of
ing been advertiseda certain length of time if 188.29 per cent.; while the valuation which is quite the general estimatenow,
She had been dead for yean; and on her face
c&Rion, the firemen {ofc up a couple of
no heirs were found. It appears that some shows an increase of only 82.76 oer and that of 1876 we have assumed to be Glancing, I instantfelt the wish too bold
To track the secret of her dwelllng-plaoo. )
lesque presentations. One was an extensive,
p&on^eeing i chance to acquire a fortune, oent, and the population a gain ol oat about 4,500,000 bales; for. of course, in Turning the flowersabout, her eye met mine,
“long-draWnout" tin trumpet to the Ohief forged a will and claimed Cody's entire estate. 31. 45 per oent llie (.eots of this sec- a period of two years a difference of even
“ Oh give one ro*o to me l" M Not yet,” eho said,
tion have been reduced 2.69 per oent,
melted like a cloud at day’s decline,
Eugineer, George P. Bartlett, and the otlfcr a!,
500,000 bales would not materially affect Then
But the man was detected, and is now in prison
Pointing the bloesoms upward as she fled
New
York
and
Pennsylvania
having
to“section of hoeen (made for a nursing-bottle)
the results of otir calcUtotibns.— Bafrf- —JansC.rHmpson.
for the crime of forgery. Cody left no will.
gether paid off $18,300,000of indebted- more Gazette. c
to the foreman of the hose compand, Samuel
«<! , Devices for cheating in games ot *
By some means a chance copy of the Australian
ness. Hebe we have an increase of taxaT. McBeavy. . The presentationswere ipade pychance are extensively advertised in
paper fell into the hands of Dolan. He pat the
tion cut of all proportion to valuation or
James V. I^unsherrj^r
The Silver Deposits in Texas*
Bportingpublicationsby dealers in New
matter into the hands of lawyers, who for- population,being in a double proportion
Bioh and extensive silver deposits York. Tne circulars sent out by thorn
Doubly tried on ths charge of adulteryand warded proofs of his wife’s heirship. After a to the former, and sixfold compared
have been discovered on the right bank describethe goods. Marked cards are
perjury, and many times decided “guilty" by long delay he received the letter,as stated with the latter.
of the Colorado river, which promise to made in great ffiriety, the backs showing t ,
the verdict of people and aesociates, Rev. F. above, from the American consul, who gave
W. May, of Chesaning, has at last been sus- him full informationin regard to Cody’s estate, The Noble Briton’s Financial Fore- Texas an experience similar to that of to the initiatedwhat is on the faces ; also
Neyada and Montana. The veins lie in cards cut in slightly varying lengths, so
thought*
pended from the Methodist uidlstry. Ho was and informed him that the claim of his wife
The Pall Mall Gazette of a late date an undulating, well-wooded and watered that advantage may be taken in cutting.
a smart man, and eloquent, and it w&i hard jk> had been established.
says: An inquest was held on Satur- oonntry, the climate of which is described Faro boxes for unfair dealing, loaded
give him up ; but falUfig, as the proofs before
•b ab'
Detroit
Prices
Current.
..
0
day by Dr. Hardwicke on the body of a as perfect Mote than 1,000,000acres of dice, and appliances for holding extra
the presidingelder’s committee would seem to
Apples, per brl ....................
$3 25 a 400
man who died from the bursting of an land have been located this year, and cards, are offered.
show, fully “seven times deven timee,"
Beaus, per bu ...........
45
so
anedrism of the aorta. The deceased,it many shafts have been sunk, which yield
A Washington correspondent writes :
“brethren” have at length let go their grip, Beeswax, per lb. ...................
28
80
appeared by the eyidenoe, was taken from $18 a ton upward, and grow richer “ Thurman sports a bandanna handkerButter, per lb ...................... 20
30
smothered their charity, knd given him ovfc tot
Cabbage, per hundred .............. 2 00
3 00
suddenly ill in a shop which he had en- as they descend. The Galveston and chief, and blows the loudest nose in
his own iniquitous practices. l
Clover seed, per bu ................8 85
9 00
Austin railroad has been surveyed America. It is said that on one occa@9 00 tered to make a purchase. He staggered
Saoinaw.vuuricr
wi'uin'K,
Courier *
4 «.
A mau
man living
uvuig on /iha Ctfler.... ...... ..................
....
!...". * 14
14 Q 15
into the street, and a doctor who was on through the region to strike the project- sion Senator Jones, of Nevada, who
town lino between Cberaaning and Bt. ChSBee,] CM"**, per bu ................
.... • 16 @
18
the spot, seeing' that he was covered ed Southern or Texas road, and a con- early in life had been a brakeman on a
by tho nam. of Aorth
* 8
with blood, asked the passers-by to as- firmation of the present promise will railroad, dropped to sleep at his desk. '
with a party hunting fCles, stopped and
pwlb ........... 15
ie
sist in taking charge of
mth the lead to the explorationof ml this great Senator Thurman solemnly waived his •
Dwaaefltnrkeya,
per
his hand on the muMS of his gun; his dog Brie^sppiw,per lb,
exception of a policeman they one and territory between the Colorado, Feooa, red bandanna and gave his nose a terrific
all refused, asking “who was to pay and the Bio Grande riven.— Nashville snort. The sleeping Senator sprang to
came up to be caressed, putting his fore paws Ew, per doa.......
Hay. t>rime. t*r
12 00
them for their trouble.” At last a cab American.
against Jbig master: when be wept .down one of
his feet and, seizing his desk, com- .
Honey,
perlb..
n
was procured and the dying man was rehis paws caught the hammer to the gun-lock,
menoed twisting it with all his might
Hooper lb ...................... 7
moved to the workhouse, but was dead
Railway Accidents in Uermiay,
He afterward explained that bethought
carryingit baok far enough to cause the recoil Lambe, each ....... ...........
! 50
on
his
arrival
Another
incident
of
the
Thurman’s blow was an engine whistling
Lard,
per
lb...;
..........
..
.......
‘
14
The
statistical
office
of
the
German
to explode the oap and diaohaiged the gun, the
Onions, per tra: ................
2o
same nature is recorded by a corre- railway lines has published the returns down brakes and the red handkerchief*
ball passing through Richardson’s left hand, Potatoes,per bu ....... .......
K
spondent of the Daily Telegraph* writ- of the accidentswhich happened daring signal of distress,hence his wrenching *
next striking him in the interior border of the Ttibw, Peril* ...........
7
ing from Portsmouth. Daring the se- the year 1875 on all the German railways at the desk.”
....................
left breast, passing up through the breast
vere gale or Sunday last, assistance was except the Bavarian lines. There were
musoti and lodging against the collar-bone.
required by a boat off Byde. The life- 756 runnings off the rails ) and
A Warniog to tiam-Chewen.
Dr. Clark, of Chensaning, was called, iisut out Barley, per cental . ...... ....... 1 M
boat was on the beach ready to be ooUfetoas
....... A
trains
outside,
and
One
of the girl operatort at Ofrme's
tho baU. ......
Oats, per bu. ....... , .......
thtwpdA
launched, but the men refused to put off 1,876 runnings off the rails and paper mill, Weetfleld,Mess., suffered a *
Corn, per bu.
probattr
Wheat, white, per bu..:....
ontil E5 was forthooinmg.There was a oollisiens inside the stations, and severe attack of the lockjaw tme day last *
Wheat, ttuber, per bu.....
crowd of between 400 and 500 people 1,260 accidents of diver* natures^ week, in which the j
nwtella &Ua lUtm
story : “A
jeetory
copnje
jqnthg. on a a mflrnliAntV
which Die rq
t^anbowvf/t
fifth is

under ten feet grade to the mile.

: A Kalamazoo postclerk, upon whose hands time hung

Detroit Evening Eeios
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ed.t*' These

confiscated ten buahela of

wheat from

the gra-

nary of the farmer lad’s father,which they sold,

sum required to meet the chivalrous
demand, yet the money was not raised,
former place by hanging nor did any volunteers come forward to
the bedpost with a handker- man the boat without a thought of recthe

funds to attend adanoe in a neighboring town,

himself to

and divided the proceeds. The village lad had chief.

ompense. A

man, supposed

to be a local

toss oFthe tires
persons were hurt,
accidents to the ni
trains was X to 5,394,
freight trains 1 to 1,290.

le was the result (
practice of chewing g

and

the young lady persists in chewing the
to that'of article a fatal return of the disease may
be expected^ .

-

The Conntennial Tree Planting.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
We

Saturday, April

1876.

15,

Special ^loticrs.

on the 22d of February

last, urging

citizens

“who owns a

ground”

to plant

a

tree

piece of God's

thereon, in com-

national existance. The suggestion thus

Johnson inaugurated made

April 15, 1865, A.

President.

“

\

has met with a very heaity and cor-

only from all parts of
16, 1861, Pres. Lincoln called for
Michigan,
but from citizensof other States
. 75,000 men.
thoughout tbe Union, and to day will be
17, 1600, Hudson landed at Hanhatvery widely observed,both in this State
' tan Island.
dial response, not

'*

M 18, 1847, Battle of
Mexico.

“

Cerro

Gordo, and out

Concord.

The

of it, as the Centennial Tree Plant-

address

vJE'WELEIRS.

The advertiser, having been permanently cured of that dread disease.Consumption. by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known to hia fellow sufferersthe means of
cure. To all who desire it, be will send a
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and using the same, which they will find
a sure Cure for Consumption. Asthma,
Bronchitis, Ac. Panics whlshingthe prescription will please address
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn St., Williarasburgh, N. Y.

-

ing day.

10, 1775, Battles at Lexington and

•

To 'Conmmptive*.

every

memoration of the centennial year of our

American BUtorioal Ivente.

;

address to the people of the State, dated

& Wynne,

Alters

republish in this issue Gov. Bngley’s

of the Governor is dated

--

•,

Errors of Youth.

upon Washington’s birthday, and the day

A gentleman who suffered for years
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
sary of the death of Abraham Lincoln. and all the effecj# of youthful* indiscretion
Thns appropriately has the Governor will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
linked together in his appeal for a practi- send free to all who need it, the recipe and
Tub London press seems to be greatly
direction for making the simple remedy
cal celebrationof the centennial year,
by which he was cured. Suffererswish•hocked at Belknap’s “crookedness”;more
memories and suggestions of our country’s ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
ao thaiv the American press at the appro
two greatest and best-beloved patriots. can do so by addressingin perfect confipriation of several hundred thousand by
dence,
The names of Washington, the Father,
Parliamentto pay the Prince of Wales”
JOHN B. OGDEN,
and Lincoln,the Savior, of his (Ktuntry,
43 Cedar st., New York.
These goods will bu sold at the lowest posai
gambling debts.
ble Price. XvsryAnloliWsma’.ed to bs juitu |«p.
deserve places side by side In the affecmoated.
The Brooklyn Kngls says of General tionate remembrance of every citizen.
“ 20, 1865, Macon, Ga

surrendered.

,

proposed for the planting is the anniver-

HOIT&A&E SALE.
Drfai'lt having b en made in the conditionsOf
a certain mortgage, w hereby the power contained
[ tbeiroin to foruclnt'e and ceil hife become operative
I executedby Charl«-H. Nichols of the Township
, of HollandOttawa County, Michigan to George W.
Campbell ofth* County of Allegan and KtateaforeA. D. one thousand right hundred and sixty-nine for purcbais
, monev, for the sum of two hundred and eighty8™ no D"? with Interestat raven per cent and recorded in the office of the Registerof Deeds for
he County of Ottawa and State of Michigan on
the thirteenth (I3> day of October, A. D. I8ft9, In
ah°k.iF 0 ,^0rt»r^,0" one hundred and
fifty-three (158) and which said mortgage was as
signed by the said George W. CaSpbSfiJ 5>xyt
Stoner of the Coumy.of Allegan on the twenivclghth (28) day of January A. D*mo. and reccrdi
In Book ». of mortgageson page thirtyseven (87)
on the second «) day of February,A. D. 1870 and
upon which said mortgare there <s claimed to be
due and payable at the date of this notice the stuw
of one hnndred and forty-fonr dollars and niueiy
cents. And no suit or proceedings at Low or in
eqqity having been Instliutedto recoverthe same
or any part thereof. No Ice Is therefore hereby
given that on the first day of May in the year A D

1

one o’clock In the afternoon of said aiy.I shaii
at public auction' or vendue to the highest bidder, at the front door of the Court House in the
City of Grand Haven. Ottawa County, State of
Michigan,[that being the place where the Circuit
Court for said county is hoiden.] the premises described in said mortgage or so much thereof as shall
be necessary to satisfyand pay the amount doe on
said mortgage with Interestat seven per cent, from
the date Hereof on the said amount claimed to be
due and payable and all legal costa and expenses
together with an attorney fee of twenty -five (25)
dollarsas pyovided for therein. The following are
the lands and premisesto be sold aa described in
aaid mortgage, To-wit: "The following described
property lying and being in the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan tu-wit the north half iNMT
of the aonth-westquarter[8-W X] of north-east
quarter [N E Ml of section numbered nine [9] in
Township numbered five [5] north of Range sixteen [Ifl] west.
Dated: Holland Fobrnary 1st, A. D. 1878.
1876 at

" 21. 1863, Confed. victory at Ply.
mouth, N. C.

John A. Dix: “A mnn who

at 80

can turn

And

tiie

bis hand to the translationof a Latin poem,

and strikingly recall to mind

or who can turn out of bed at 4 o’clock in

of eleven

the morning to go duck-shooting— hold ihg

own with the boys, hio— is a good deal
a man any way you take him.” And

his
of

that

is

so.

•

-

'7

•

'

scene

the sad

years before, when Abraham
Lincoln lay dying fronUh^jlow of a de-

spicable assassin.

Many
low

Holland, Mich., December

Probate Order.
CTATE OF MICHIGAN,COUNTY OF OTTAO wa.— sa: At • aes«lon of the Probate Court of
the County of Ottawa, hoiden at the Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, In raid County,
on Friday the seventh dar of April In the year

renderawho desireio folout the suggestion of the Governor,
of our

one thousand eight hundred and seventy alx.
Pruaent: Samdbl L. Tat*. Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the Estate of Enoch C. De

far from and unite with their fellow-citizensin the
being a Republican organ, corrects the au- commemorationof the day, arc some inthors of the recent address to the New experiencedin the work of planting trees,

Tub New York /W, which

is

Voo deceased.
On reading and filing the petition,duly verified,
of Ann K. De Voe, praying among other things for
and
be
grateful
fo«
a
little
advice
the
Probate of an Instrumentin writing filed lu
Hampshire Democracy, by saying that
this court purportingto be the last will and testaubon
the
subject.
We
therefore
re
publish
“the real reason
the people, in the
ment of Enoch C. De Voe, deceaseda .d that administration thereof may be granted to the person
face of the many recent disclosures,do not for their benefit the following excellent named therein as Exe utrix.
Thorenpon it is o.dired, that Tuesday the ninth
go over to the Democrats, is that the Demo- suggestions from the pen of the agriculturday of May next at one o'cloca in the afternoon,
al editor of the Tribune:
crats have shown themselves such utter
be assignedfor he bearing of said Petitionand
“First— The tree must have a healthy, ih it the heira at law of the sail deceased, and other
imbeciles in the management of public
personsinterested in said estate,are required to
vigorous constitutionand growth. Sec- apiiearat a eeaslou of said Court, then to bo hoiden
affairs ”
^
ond, it must have plenty of roots, and they at tie Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said
County,and show cause, if any there be, why the
harbor appropriationbill has at
must not get dry after being
until praver of the petitioner should not be granted:
And it is further ordered, That said petitioner give
length passed,aa follows:
planted. Third, the top must be reduced notice to the persons Interestedin sal t estate, of
Holland....* .................... $15,000
said petition and the hearing
in propoitionto tbe loss of roots in taking the pendency
'hereofby causing a copy of this order to be pub
Grand Haven ............. S ..... 15,000
lu fact, the best way with trees from llshed in the “Holland Citt Naws” a newapaper
Saugatuck ........................
3,000
printedand circulated in said County of Ottawa,
Muskegon.. ...................... 15.000 the forest is to cut away the entire trp. In for three auccessive weeks previous to said day of
Snutli Haven ..................... 10,000 the case of evergreens,
needless hearing.
A true copy. (Attest.)SAMUEL L. TATE,
8t. Joseph .................
12,000
branches may be cut away, bat as a rule
Judge of Probate.

may

why

i

-

- i

Thk

dug

o

up.

some

The thanks of their constituents are one

to Senator Ferry

no cutting of the branches of evergreens

and CogressraanWilliams
is

which have resulted In

for their efforts

se-

curing the above appropriations.
—

needed

at

“ail along the line” in favor

be dug so that
wide all

Golden Machine

there is space six or eight inches

-

A circular was received on Wednes- around the
day, that appears to herald

the time of transplanting.—

Fourth, a large hole must

a movement
of Gov. Til-

tree,

more than

spread the roots out

is

filled

J.

O.

DOESBURG.

Holland, July

7,

ITETW

of the

whole country, and especiallyof the

South, that the Government should be
honestly and honorableadmi altered in the

and not for
cliques and rings.”

interestof tbe whole people,
the benefitof corrupt

As to whether this

result can be sec ured

by

electing Mr. Tiiden, is a question that

we

April 15th. 1876.

As to the kind of trees to plant as a memorial tree, there is

none among

forest trees more suitable and

maple. It is a rapid growno worm or beetle bores into its

ing tree,

FUE-mURE

Muskegon

Thk

Reporter speak-

“The

open winter and scarcity of sn iw in

this

lambcringsections of

State, as other

the

country, has caused considerableanxiety
within the past two months
owners, manufacture!
ally,
this

s

among

mill-

and dealers gener-

we have

government we adore and seek to

of the

per|>eiuateand symbolize.

Among

tbe evergreensnone

is

tive of

our northernforests,

it

A

its

is

proportions as to

weeks, are more assuring. On the Muske- dity and endurance*

strong and elastic,
size,'

height and

The

foliage of the

per cent, of tbe legs cut have already been

as an

banked, aod the present indicationsare

ber is not only used largely in maritime

is graceful

and beautiful, as well

unfading green in color.

The

logs got ont this sea- construction, but in architecture

on the east shore of

Lake Michigan

tim-

and

in

the constructionof musical instruments,

will be fully up to, if not in excess, of last

as pianos and violins.

year.”

emblematic of solid, substantial growth,

Thp tree is thus

tree planting to-day will not take

place in CentennialPark, owing to the
delay in completing the preparation of
the grounds for their reception.

and beauty; of the industrialinterestsand
their harmonious development.— /tefrort

Tribune. ^

The pole

will bn placed in position at 2, o’clock p.

PEffiUIX

to

-

DINING HALL;
and

McVICAR, Proprietor.

a forest upon the

“Why is a lady unlike a mirror T”
She “gave it qp.” ‘’‘Because,” said the
rude fellow, "a mirror reflects without

classes also

speaking, {rat a lady speaks without reflec-

yard by children and

teachers. The graduating class will start

grounds and the other
propose to leave their memor-

Phoenix Hotel is now
the popular resort of most all

the travelers coming to
city

and

is

this

considered the best

place to stop at. Certainly the
proprietor gives every atten-

to

his

guests. Some of

rooms are being nicely and

his

neatly furnished. His table

any

he said,

/mm.

LOST,

H0WBE5MDI

the radicalcure (without medicine)

of Spermatorroa or Seminal Weaktrees. The enthusiasm has extendedto ting.” “An \ why are you unlike a mir- nesa. Involuntary
Seminal Losses, Impotcocy,
the leschere sod they will indulge ia t lit- ror t” asked the lady. He could not tell. Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Impediments to

sentiment sTwell as the

Hope

pupils.

'

•

College has the fever; and tbe

students of that institution are to leave
their centennial trees upon the campus.

The “A”

class

will appear in

of tbe Grammar School,

gorgeous array, with an or-

•tor and other appendages,to day, aod
consecrate their trees to the glory

American

feegle.

At Lincoln Park

.

'

of the

.

»

trees will be pleated.

Many parsoni alto Intend to place trees
aboat their homes.
tt to a matter of

n^ret that Ihi^wpleM-

aetnetf” la regard to thsCeutennialPark,

AND

Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
‘‘Because a mirror to smooth and polished, flu, indoced by ielf-lndulgencs or sexual extravagance,
Ac. ,
and you are rough and unpolished.”

&T

$8,00$

MELIS

&

‘Until fnriber notice.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
+2 GO

a

*-4
CtJ s-l

Also Live Geese Feathers.

BARBELS

150

of

BALT,

deal also cxteaslvely in Floor and Country
P. A A. STEKETEE.

Holland,

Price, la a sealed envelope, only six cents.

Mich., Oct. 28, 1875.

BOOKBINDING!

® i
£ |

Th* undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
and residents ot Holland and vicinitythat being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland,at whose
store, on River street, all Job work for blading can
bo left. I have purchasedanew and completelluo
of tools and stock and will farnlsb first-class work.

m

is

nnfol

SOW

HAVEREATE

Shawls,
Yarns and
Uottonades

A.

i!l|^

CLOKTINGH.

Lido
mn a

having

a

i

bren'«J!«nIbl!^thre.af

p
£>

MDsKFOON,*8ept. 8 1875.

to be found at Dehnu
hotel in this city. Success

MOOS:

J.

Produce.

ial

tle

. G.

•

We

The

all

ted in the school

FOR SALE BY

VAN LANDEQEND

HOTEL

persons interested are invited near a lovely woman, when the company fn Tnp PrmpniY
to the Phoenix hotel.
around him were proposing conundrums
»
be present.
Holland,
Mich., Feb. 24, 1870.
to
each
other.
Turning
to
his
companion
We are informed that trees will be plan-

m. and

IRON CORN SHELLERS

Blankets,

the very best
A gentleman one evening was seated

BURR ALB

Sheetings,

M. Reidsema & Son.

J.

of protectionand endurance; the grace tion

Thk

Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

lor

J.

hemlock

son

Steketee,

Flannels,

soli-

gon and White Rivers, upwards of eighty

number of

& A.

na-

grows to be

from other points during the post three breadth are perfect and evince great

that tbe

AND

more em-

blematic than the hemlock spruce.

had in the lumber woods in protecting, its timber
with letters received

AND THK DRYING OF
MAKE

such as

qualities are emblematic of the character

to the

Northern Michigan,

.IKIIjIT

We carry the heaviest stock ot goods in the City;
Buy In large quantities,and sell cheap for cash or
Ready Pay. Staple goods in enormous quantities,

the firmest and soundestquality. All these

supply of logs for one of the grandest trees of any clime or
year year; but the excellent sleighing country. Its branches are large, long and
in regard

DR/Y

Etc., Etc.

AT

and afford nour

Sale.
in

Or Re-Sawing Done*

Boots a'Shoks,

shade is deep, coo) and refreshing; its juic-

e

Planing, Matching,

heart or attacks its brandies or leaves; its

ishraent to the people and Us timber is of

ing upon the lumber prospezUsays:

Morta

Dktadlt having been made

the conditions of
payment of a certain indenture of mortgage,made
ay “HJ’ba Clark and Andrew J. Clark her nuaband
of Holland,Ottawa County, Michigan, parties of
In re-building our new shop we have pur- to® Bret part, to EllxabeinVan Laare. widow oi
H. G. Knol, of the same place, of the second part,
chased entire new Machinery,
dated Jane sixteenth (16th) in the year of onr Lord
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.(A.D.
0)' the Mont Approved Patterns;
“d duly rectmkd in the office of the Register
And we are confident we can satisfy all whe of Deeds of Ottawa county. State of Michigan, o>
want
the sixteenth (Ifith)day of Joly, A. D. 1866, at nine
o’clock p.m. on page W8ol Liber \‘G,’’ of Morigages, in said office, which said Mongage was duly
assigned by the said ElizabethVan Laare (widow
of 11. G. Knol) to Joehua My rick, of Holland, Ottawa connty, and State of Michigan, by a certain
deed of assignment,dated February seventeenth
(l7ih) A. D. 1872, which deed of assignmentwm
WE HAVE A STEAM
duly recorded Febtna-y nineteenth(19th) A. D.
1S72, atone o due* p. m in the office or tbe Register of Deeds of Ottawa county. State of Michigan,
in Liber “R." of Mortgages on page 887 in said
office, which said mortgage WM again assigned by
J .UMBER mid Joshua Myrick, to Taeke A. Borkompas of
Holland City, Ottawa connty, State ot Michigan,
WE SHALL
A
by a certain dee.. oftes«ignment,DatcdJnne
twenty
SPECIALITY.
ninth (29th)A. D, 1875, which said deed of alignment was duly recorded January third (8rd) A. D.
DOORS, SASH
BLINDS,
1876, at one o'clock p. m. ih the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa county, Slate of Michigan,
Ur anything in our line, manufactured on short
in Liber No. 4, of Mortgages on page 151 in said
nofise.
office, upon which Mid mortgage there is chimed
to be due at tbe date of this notice the sum of two
H. W. VERBEEK <& Co.
hundred and fortv-flvedoliaraand one cent, I3M5.01
tv*and no snlt or proceedings,either at law or in
equity, having been instltned to recover tbe Mid
amount due, or any part thereif, Notice ia therefore herein given, that on the e ev-nth (Htb) day
of April. A. I>, 1876. at one o clock in the afternoon
of that day, 1 shall sell at public vtndue,to tn«
highest bidder for cash, at the front door of tha
WHOLESALE AND .RETAIL
Ottawa county circuit court house lu tbe city of
Grand Haven, in said connty of Ottawa,said conrl
house being the place of holding the circuitcourts
in said county of i (tawa tbe land and premisesin
said mortgage de cribed as follows, to wit:— All of
[Harrington'sBlock, Eighth Streetl
that certain parcel of Land which is situatedin the
county of Ottawa and State of Michigan and is further described as Lot numbered four (4) lo B*ock
numbered flDy-fouri54,ln ths tillage, now city, of
Holland, according to the recorded map of said
village,” or so much thereof as shall be necessary
to satisfy the amonnl due on sato mortgage with
A heavy stock efj
ten per cent interest, and the legal costs, together
Dry Goods,
w ith an attorney fee of ten dollars,($10.00) coven
anted for therein.
Clothing,
Dated: January 15th A. D. 1876.
TAEKE A. BERKOMPA8. Atrignee of Mortgage.
Groceries,
H. D. Pon, Att'y ffr Afeigim of Mortgage.

than tbe sugar

es are sweet to the taste

shall not attempt to answer here.

native

emblematic,

ROXY A. STONER, AtHunee of Mortgagee.
Howaud A MoBridi, AU'ye for AtHgnee.

JUST RiECEIiVED

from Hon. MontgomeryBlair on the increasing monument of Hie year 1876.—
Presidency. The letter very truly says: Let us remember the Tree-planting-Day,

letter

“It Is absolutely essentialto the well-being

1874.

DEALERS,

1875.

of

plimentaryopinion of “your paper” it pre- illustriousby its thrift and vigor, as a fasents the cause of Mr. Tilden by giving a vorite of Heaven, as well as a living and

1,

IFHCEITIX
Planing Mill.

F.

with fine mellow earth will give the tree

‘New York, as theDemocraticnomi- a chance to grow ripadly, and secure it
nee for President. The circular was post- against drouth and starvation.The Cenmarked Mississippi,and, after a very com- tennial tree thos planted will make itself

den,

Oil.

BY TUB GALLON, A1

necessary to

in. This space

sell

Watches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired in ths
best manner.

gUkrtisemcnts.

exercises of the day will especially

01

si§«2

-1

thousandeight hnndrwl and seven* v-three,
executed by Aaron A. Brottand Rosetta
his wife, of he city of Holland, in the Conntj of
Ottawa and State of Michigan,parties of the first
pari, to Jonh Oarretson, of the cltji of New Branswick, and StaU1 of New Jersey, party of the second
pari, and recorded in the office of toe Register of
Deeds in and for tbe County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan. on the Iborth day of March, one thousand
eight hondred and seventythree, at one o’clock,p.
m. of said day, in Liber “Z” of mortgages, on page
ten; And whereas there is claimed to be dne and
unpaid at thla date on aaid mortgage,the sum of
one htndrodand forty-two dollarsand eight cents
($148.1*);and no suit or proceedings either la tow
or In equity having been commenced to recover
the same or any part thereof:Now therefore nois

trid

i

tlce to hereby given that on jtirtrfay the twenty-nlnth

day qf May. one thousand eight hundred and sevenThe celebrated anthor, In titleadmirable Essay, ty-six, at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day,
or
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years’ success- at the ft ont door of the Court House. In ths city of
British East IndiS ServiCe was dectected in fhl practice, that the alannlar consequences of
Grand Haven. In said Cohnty of Ottawa and State
Owing tolll-heaRliI offer for Mia or to real tha
sailing post traderslilps, or sometb)hg of self-ahnsemay be radicallyenred without the dan- of Michigan, that being the place for holding the
gerone use of iatemaimedicine or the application Clreult Court, for said bounty,there win be sold at iftaa Boose, In tke City of Holland.Proposals
that kind, and tried to blow his brains out. of the knife; pointing out a mode of care at once Public auction or vendee to tbe hlgheet bidder, the to exchange for othp property will alM be enters
talned.
simple, certain,and effectual,by mean* of which
Tbe ball grazed bis forehead, and when every sufferer, no matter what his conditionmay premise* describedin Mid mortgageor eo much
Tor farther Informationapply to
1* nweaaary to satisfythe amount
his friends rushed in be was bathing his be, may core himselfcheaply* privately, and ram- due and pavab e on said mortgage, with interact
, P. ZAL8MAN,
Holtoad, Mich.
head* Ha had had an affair of honor eaOt.
Oct.
15|M7I.
tgr His Lecture should bain ths handa of
with himself, and having stood the shot every youth and every man la ths UmT ^
Dent under seal. In a plain eavelapa,to any adperfectly
.
dress, jxtf-poW,on receipt of six cents er two toee, as appears “to
llCt
MiufORTCNK.—ThiTii a world of mis- post stamps.
Address the Pahliehen,
fortune, and ons of the saddest to a good

Years ago

Sir William

F0F SALE

Meadows of the

satisfied^

housekeeper is

to

be

afflicted

~stfd

with heavy,

yellow, sour bread, biscuit, Ac. If you
cises thereto tpcotne necessary. It to are ever troubled 1o this way, uae D. E De
hoped, however, that our citizens will be Land A Co’s Best Chemical Merdtut, when
you Will he surprised at its charming reprepared t^uke part in the planting next
suits In removing the cause of your misforweek.
tune.

F.

has caused the postponement of the exer-

U

Bragnuui

An

dc

TO

RENT.

.wraaw
FOB SALE!

Son.

few Taft; Poet Ofleo Box. I8N.

tST* Job work promptly and
neatly fxecutei at this

Office.

1, . D. 1871
JOHN OARRETSON, Mortgage*.

Dated: Holland, March

_

-

Bewaan * MoBridi, AUtft for Mortgagee.

on the Sooth
City of

«MF.
i

for

mnew,

Ittoadeebntonraio. Term*

any

Uou.axD, Mich., March

T* ROLLER.
1175.
Vtf
D.

8,

Pleasant

lotting

George William

weather.

Fish

Have you

slain any wild pigeons?

Senator Morton

GooD-morning.

Curtis wants Hamilton

for President.

will deliver the decor-

NEW STOCK OF

CITY BAKERY.

CLOTHING

Nineteen of the thirty-sevenStates Lave
DemocnEic Governors.
The undersignedhas succeeded Id the

AT

•

'

ation day address at Wilmington, N. C.

Bring out Hint straw hat

The
toe

click of the croquet ball begins to

Governor Seymour says he is not a
Mr. Wyckbcisen is erecting u fine resicandidatefor the Presidency. He Is tor
dence on the corner of Cedar and Ninth
Tliden.

heard.

Streets.

Rabbits have so increased in Kentucky

Rev. J. Rice Taylor has serrice at the
The small boy announces the return of
Episcopalchurch to-morrow afternoon and Spring by economy in regard to stock- that hunting them down has become an
absolute necessity.
e?onlng.
ings and shoes.
.

3r. A.

andean

Broek

-

«**•

-

has located in our city

Van

-

be found si his office over

-

Putten's drugstore.

Thb

.

•'

-••*»

-

V’

The Japanese Government has engaged

Portraits of Abraham Lincoln and
Charles Sumner are

to

Grapd Ri$r Valley, died at Ada,

Fifield’s block and assets have been
taken to Grand Rapids, where they

on Tuesday, April 4tb.

will

be disposed of for the benefit of bis cred-

itors.

fine arts at

shall

continue

'

on

to carry

BAKING A CONFECTIONERY

John Roost & Son,
ooLirunift«mifmT.

At the tame old stand on Eighth street,in
the City of Holland. I guaranteethe
' Public that at all times they will 1
find me supplied with a full
line of goods such as
should bo kept in a

Dealers in
Gents’ Furnishing Goods

Tokio.

Fresh Bread, Biscuits, Rusks, Crackers
of all kinds, Cakes, Pastiw; also Rye
“Strong commercial tendencies, which Bread, Graham and Boston Brown Bread.
arc developed to benefit own interests,’^Is All special orders will be promptly filled.
an analysis of

'

Choice Groceries

FIRST-CLASS BAKERY.

three Italian professors to open a school of

be placed in the the

state-honse of South Carolina.

wife of Rix Robinson, the first set-

tlers of

.

above business,and

first, second ami third

term-

AND

TEAS AND SYRUPS.

Assorted Confectionery.

ism.

Highest market price paid

Plain and Fancy Candles,a foil assortThe Macatawa Boat Club are fitting up
There
is economy in traveling on the ment of Nuts and such other notions in for Butter &
Eggs, in traae or
their yacht; and expect to be able to exIf you have built castlesin the air, vour
this line as will lender this establishment
fast mail trains. You make what you eat
in
cash.
hibit their prowess as sailors in a few work need not be lost; that is where they
complete in this respect.
go a great deal further in a given length
days.
should be. ifbw put foundations under
Holland, Mich., Oct 6, 1875.
i

REFRESHMENTS.

of time.

Macatawa Boat Club them.
are requested to cull upon Mr. C. B.
They have two truly happy men in the
Wynne, who has something of importance House of Commons when the opposition

Members

of the

to suggest to them.

cry ’ear,

Var. They cannot hear, because

“Isn’t your

husband a

little bald?’’

asked one lady of another, the other day.

“There

ian’t a bald hair in his

head,” was

the hasty reply.

under the name of Knol,

they’re deaf.

Harrington & Co., has been formed for the

Professor

A new

firm

purchase of wood, bark and other produc-

A hotel at
circle

tions of the surrounding forests.

Rev. E. C. Oggkl,

of the First

—“A
Reform-

Frenchman)—“What is a
?” Frenshman (after much reflection)
round, straight line, with a hole in
(to

Oysters by the can or dish, cove oysters,
sardines, lobsters, cheepe and canned
fruits.

Coffee and
hours.

is

the

return (lie white race gets for passing the

The former patronageof the Public

civil right'sbi!1, is it?

ed Church, Grand Hflveh. has declined a

to

The Richmond (Va ) SUUe predicts that
second formal call from the Fourth Re- Mr. Jefferson Davis’ history of the war will “because it shoots from the eyes.” “Or
rather,” exclaimed Byron, “because it beformed Church of Grand Rapids.
he out just in time to defeat the Democracy
comes all the less by paring.”
at the next election.
The temperance society is steadily inSome mean fellow, after saying ^here Is
creasing its number of memtiers. Help on
Mb. A. A. Tracy, County Clerk, will
one physician to every 800 Inhabitants,
the work and show the doubtersthat mor- be at Zeeland on Tuesday the 25th inst.
adds that they begin this way, but that afal suasion is a powerful weapon.
and at Holland on the Wednesday followter a while there are not so many inhabiing; for naturalization purposes.
Mr. Charles Odell was serenaded by
tants!
the hand on

Wednesday evening last. He

List of letters remaining in the Post

responded to the compliment and convinc- Office at Holland,Mich., April 18, 1876:
ed the boys that the right man had been
Miss Catharine J. Goodin.
elected.

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.

A Man may

take a cold

bath and

exer-

“My

son,” said an old

man, “beware

of

cise with dumb-bells every morning, but prejudices. They are like rats, and men’s
he won’t “whoop la” much arotffid a wo- minds are like traps; prejudicesget in

man who

parts her hair on the side.— easily,but
Brooklyn Argut.
out.”

The

first meeting of

the

new Common

it is

doubtful If they ever get

Messrs. Heald and Fairbanks,will

Groceries,

The

Rev. A.T. Stewart left on Friday for

minor, two singing nurses, and between

Bran,

11 a.

John Ackkrman,

h

vetmn of

the

War

FRIGES VERY LOW.

Com,

Mewn

will sail

a

lawyer.” It was

a

A

Welton

Akelet have bought out the

stock and trade of M. P. VI Mere and will continue
the buMncea at the old aland. If good good* and
low prices will combine lo draw them their heavy
trede they are rare to retain It. A general invitation
ie extendedto all to call and visit the crippled aao
tioncer.

seven years old.

Mr. Jefferson Davis

Perfect Fit Quaranteed,'

foil

uiEonms'

mu

Holland, Mich., April

hods.

1875. 10-t

20,

River Street, Holland.

hundred dwelling
fmir hunderd inhabi-

says: “Albany has four

sadly, “I’m

m.

A

Country Produce, Etc.

for Eu-

Holland, November

11.

A

bought expruasly for this season of the year.

16R.

of the Latest* Styles of

Ladies,
Youths,

Gents,

,

Misses

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

at

HEROLD,

Shoes.

new etock of Goode ho* Just been opened, and
we can state to the Public that It has been...

SOOTS & SHOES
- --

E.

sad

Boots

It is

Our Intentionla to offer these good* at
price, and we request the tradiug public to call

low
awl

examine.

;

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

„

AND

Eighth Street, City or Holland.

llhIM
Ladies,

SOBS

.

..flu

ON 5E0M DOUCE

Cash Paid for Hides.
L.

Gents,

_

SPKIETSMA ft 60N.

Holland, February

Youth and

a

Monday, at

fe

Bolted Meal,

Battle Creek, to attend the meeting of the wet diapers and mi(k bottlessit I as a lovrope May 1st. where he will remain for
classisat that place. Among other busi- ing father,” is the way Bismarck describes
six or eight months, to promote the estabneess, we leurn that the l(ev. E. Van Der his married li.e.
ishmeut of a direct trade with the cities
Hart will be installed as pastor of the
At a wedding recently, when the clergy- of the Mississippi Valley.
church there.
—
man asked the lady, “Wilt thou have this
A
Bill
to
prohibit t|ie sale of intoxicaThe band visited Mr. C. L. Waring on man to be thy wedded husband ?” she,
ting liquors within four miles of the Calithe evening of the 12th inst; and delighted with a modesty which leni her beauty an
him with some of their music. “Charley,” additional grace, replied, “If you please.” «fornia University is called by a San Francisco paper “An act to promote pedesalthough not one of the newly elected city
E. Van Der Veen & Co’s stave factory trian ism among students.”
officers, is h good fellow; and the boys say
has resumed work; thereby furnishing emthey will call again.
“Ark you a Christian?” asked one of
ployment to a large number of men and
Mr. Moody’s assistantsat an inquiry meetThe annual election of
vestry for boys. Tbo value of such an establishing of ajtnrd -looking customer who. had
Grace Church, Holland, Mich., will b« ment to our city is appreciated during these
taken a front seat. “No,” he answered,
held at the residence of the Secretary,on “solid times.”
Easter

w

Provisions,
Flour & Feed,

anticipation of the occasion.

in major, the girl in

g

Dnr Gootjs,

old edition of Morse’s georgraphy

the street.”

O
W
o
o

dealers in

Oats, Potatoes,

bouses and twenty

CALL AND SEE HIS

1875. 7

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

studying the Constitutionof the United business will be the sale of agricullutal of 1812, and said to be the last surviving
witness of the Butr-Hamilton duel, died
States and the Compiled Laws of 1857 in implements.
at Scipio, Ind , on the 2d instant, eighty-

The boy howling

PE8SINK.

26,

Welton k Akeley,

cetion.

An

H/i

Pm

The Centennialtree- planting which was
to take place to-day has been postponed
until some day next week, owing to the
delay in preparingthe park for their re-

tants, ail standingwith their gable ends to

Council takes place on Wednesday evening occupy the store adjourning Albers &
next. The newly fledged aldermen are Wynne Jewelry store, in a few days. Their

Holland, Mich., Nov.

a potato,

Joseph, has opened a

0. Bax yuan, comer of Eighth acd Market Street*

G. J. A.

compares love

St.

Is

respectfully solicited.

the middle.”

Tom Moore

Formerly of

all

& TOBACCO.

CIGARS

the Centennial exclusively

for colored people Is talked of. Tills

TWi will be served at

0. Wurz,

Cha’s

20,

1874.

-KaMy

CR0CKERY1

Misses Wear.

hopeless

From and

date, I
intend to devote to this line of
Heber Walsh, fkc'ry.
Nothing so pleases a boy who has atten- Full line for the Winter trade.
trade the necessary attention,
ded Sunday-wlmol faithfully, Bm* dreamed
Business at the Chicago and Michigan at a barber’s shop and ordered his pig-tail
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876.
and will keep on hand a comLake Shore depot has been unusuallygood cut off, saying, in explanation, “Too nijrhts of the pair of skates be should get
ai ihe festival, as to find on that occasion
plete stock of White Granite
during the past week. The employes mucuee yank.”
tint he has won a book mark and a volhave been obliged to work night and day.
and C. C. Ware.
The Holland City Temperance Society, ume of Hitchcock’sAnalysis of the Bible. J. 0.
Both the freight and passenger business
. A liberal deduction to
will hold its regular April meeting, at Kenhas improved with the opening of Spring.
This is the way a citizen of Denver adin
those who buy sets or in large
yon’s Hall, on Thursday evening, April
EIGHTH STREET. quantities.
Wild pigeons have been passing over ^Otb, at 1% o'clock P. M. A Lecture will vertisesfor a lost calf : “Bund away— 1 NO. 70,
A Cleveland woman recently married
a Chinese iundryinan, and three days
thereafter the unhappy Celestial appeared

By Order of the Vestry.

Case.

after this

DOESBURG,

mm

mb

the city on Uieir journey north for several toe delivered by J.

days past. Our sportsmen have not been

as

successful as usual

owing

in

in

killing them;

the majority of cases to the fuel

that the birds

were

earlierrisers thsn

thy

Kansas. A

Q. Wiswel, Esq.,

general invitation given.

red and vile

caf.

plack, he was

Ills In be hint leg vas

a she

caf.

Enlpotti vot

brim' him pack pals 5 tnllar.

/ The

Jacob Zud*

Rockingham and Yellow

Drags,

western TransportationCompany Line, has

Ware

5 Medicines,

steamer Saginaw, of the North- erring, Clear Creek, Iree miles pehiod de

arrived at Grand Haven on her

hunters.

of

Paints

pridge."

and

large supplies.

VAARWERK.

Oils

Holland,

Are sold aa cheap ,at thla Drag Store aa at any

first trip

in

other. Medidnee warrantedto be strictlypure^

G. J.
Mich., Sept.

10,

1875.

WMT

“The excuse of the third man,” said Mr
from Milwaukee, this season. She >111
Trusses,
Moody,
illustiating the parable of the
Mu. G. Van Schelven, accompanied _____
___
----------------run aa a rpassenger
boat
on this
line until
Everybody who
Chamois Skins,
by a party of twenty persons, left this city fithe Amazon can be fitted out for that pur- guests who were backward in coming forwishes to purchase PAINTS, OILS,
________ _
IL8, VAH&I8H,
BRUSHES, GLAHH, etc., to call and examine my
ward, “was more absurd than any: T
on Tuesday evening last, for Iowa. Sever- jpose.
Counter, Cloth,
stock. The
.1 familie* bad prevlcu.1, .Urted for the «
lDeM
wUch our lwo itave married a wife, and therefore I canHair and
Holland City White Lead
Mine locality.lo our next laau. »o .hall,
„ lh(! flnj on not come.’ Now, why didn’t he take his
Paint Brashes. 1. wtnrmMOdr It fa warrantedsuperior to any
wife ahng with him?”
t th/ flpe
give further informationin regard *“
White Lead In this market, and Is raid at mucl,
Saturday night merits commendation.—
less price. My stock Is purchasedin large quantiprairie home chosen by the party.
All the leading Patent Medidnee In the market.
Although to the majority of sleepy citizens
Rather remarkable,aint It, sir? But A full Stock of the very beat Perfumery add la ties of firsthands, saving all Jobbers’ profits, sod I
can therefore afford to sell below my neighbors.
•
who
reached
the
scene
of
the
conflagration
'ave you hever noticed as mostly all the bottle or by
A little slxyoar old daughter of t MethJ. O. DOESBURG.
odist minister committed a fault and de- the matter appeared very much like a places on this line begins with s H?
n Ike mu of Michigan. Call and sec.
• Holland,Mick., Jily M, 1870.
Aw, beg your pardon?
nied It. Her mother, learning she was “sell;*1 yet it “might have been &c;” and
HEBER WALSH
Druggist'* Pharmacist
Look at em? ’Ampstead,Tghgate, Ackguilty, asked her why she told the un- it assures us that our fire department is
F0&
TBS
mSKfLOIIfi!
ready,
at
all
times,
tor
an
emergency
ny,
'Omerton,
’Endon,
’Arrow,
'Ollyway
truth, when she replied with great sang-

Thk

flre

^
nies

I

-

10

measure.

WOW

froid: “I should not

4nd fsther do;

I

am

if

I believed

a deceased

In England, marriage with

wife’s sister is still lllegsl,whereas the

colonial Legislaturesof Australis have
sanctioned it, and the respective enactments receive the royal assent. The anomally having thereforearisen, that issue
by such marriages, while legitimate

in

the

colonies,is considered the reverse in the

home

ertuntry,a law

Is

under consideration

in Parliament to obyite the difficulty.

—

—

The

and 'Ornseyt— PuncA.

as you

a Universal iatl”

for several monjhs put, to don their “souwenters* and visit the custom

tonne. Bev

eral schooners have left our' port

. We

are

Something New

WAVERLEY NOVELS

P.

H/Wilms,

PUMP ICAKUFACTUm

—
The pleasent weather of the past week sweet music pnd caring for the good cheer where it occurred was in a ravine near the
caused the bold mariners,who have been provided for them. The evening was a above mentionedcity, acroea which the
b&ily engaged in reading the almanacs beautiful one, and the newly elected aider- track bad been placed upon an embank-

Thistle Edition

Brown came home late the other night
la the only folly IlluatratedEdition of Sir Walter
!
Scott's
That the nasal twang is not wholly
aaya Hohokus, and Mrs. Brown, looking
out of the bed-room window observed, confined to New England is proved by
So you’ve been Upping the glass again, Spurgeon’t. recent advice to some young of American make, and it “the bed edition of the
beet IngllthNovelist."
hgveyouf “Glasa,” said Brown, ‘4hic) clergymen,“Moreover, brethren, avoid The hooka are standard, and will aell for all lime.
The mechanicalexecution Is of the bed. The
Hia a funny word; take off the ‘g’ and U'a the use of the nose as an organ of speech,
THE WELL KNOWN
you, my dear." “Yes,'* answered Mrs. B. for the best authorities are agreed that it
S.
fcTCfl
is
Intended
to
smell
with/’
“and then takeoff '1* and its you, you
wfetch,” and ahe slammed the window,
the scries. Subscriberssupplied with two
Of this phraba* added to his splsndM Wooden
Trains on tho Chicago and Michigan plots
volume* Je complete work] monthly. Eleven Pump Ike Iron Drive Well Pemp. and la ready to
d<|wo with a bounce.
lake Shore Railroakwere delayed on Mon- Months' Deliveries <81 volumes) are now ready.—
Price— In Cloth, rilt extra, per volume,$1.80; Half
The band vlaited Alderman Matrau on day last by the washing out of a portion of
Trt*7'
Wednesday evening last, discoursing the track near Bast Sangatuek.The place

man had preparedfor hU

bang- ment. No passage had been left for the
surrounding water and the latter washed oit a channel

visitors by

ink lanterns am»ngr the trees

hia house, And having an abundant

„

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.

promptly

repaired.

^He eaSso wit down Drive well points op woodwaft is an Improvomrifton both iron

on pumps,

HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does

a

general Banking, Exchange, and Col-

»f.
v

HulUnd fleet I of delicaciesfor the loner man, within once placed st work repairing the break.—
i aland In trade elswhere this season. It thfe house. Msy the Captain be re-elected Another w«bool occarred aa So0<Uj
is supposed, however, that their owners every year, say the hoys; and we cordially ternoon at the same place; which was as

sentiment

17 Maxst ftrast;I. T.

the

npply onrrid.y...,ong(orc..fm«

sorry to hear that par* of the

will return next fall with fat pocket-booka.I endorse the

^

ness entrustedto

^wlATi^

me

shill bate prompt alien-

SSK

to and frsm all poStsln

lostfr v

N.

Europe

KENTON.

JT

AmilMlill liTTT

.JBIllMmi

SLIPPERY WEATHER.

entered from the study, as the dust
around the door was undisturbed, and
the lock had not been used since his
father had purchased the property. In
addition to this, it was shown that the
butler was nearly eighty years of age,
and had been in the employ of Mons.
'D’Eimer and his father before him for

»
,

BMt

murder of Madame Dunesme over thirty
Coffee Making.
years ago. Fe was taken to Paris and
“ To an ounce of ground coffee, allow
kept there in seclusion,the supposed a pint of boiling water,” besides the half
officers assuring him that, for a large pint of cold water you moisten and mix
sum of money which he had drawn from the coffee with, and the half gill of cold
his bankers, they would secure his ulti- water you settle it with ; this amount of

r\-

h»ve a utory rad to tell,
A tula to grieve joxrt ear ;
It hapfreued only yesterday.
Just round the corner h"re.
Upon the Ice my foot did slip,
And I fell down and cut my lip.
I

not all I have to tell,
Pathetic though it be ;
A dire misfortune happened to
The friend who was with me.
Af got tangled In my clothes.
Her feM*
(broke her nose.
.And she fell down
that’s

mate safety. At length he was released,
and returned home, having been assured
by the sham detectives that his innooenoe
had been establishedto the satisfaction
of the police, and that he wonld suffer
no further molestation.
When the outrage perpetratedon Monsieur Leooq was made known to the police, the most strenuous exertions were
put forth to capture the offenders. Le-

over sixty years.

The

authoritieswere greatly puzzled
to fix the crime on any one, or to die*
cover a clue to the perpetrator. The
My husband rtuhsd across the street
prevailing suspicionwas against Charles
To pick his loved one up,
But worse misfortune greeted him,
D’Eimer, and the fact of his having been
He slipped upon a oup,
ou
bad terms with his father for a long
And rescuing his wife from harm
Alas l he fell and broke bis arm.
time, and the probabilityof there being
a new family of children to share the coq was summoned to Paris, and after
Two workmen on the other aide,
patrimony with him, were consideredas several days spent in perambulating the
Our troubles chanced to aee,
And both of them came running up
presumptive evidence against him. He city, he at length fixed on a street which
As fast as fast could be ;
was not arrested, however, but the he believed was that in which he had
Rut one nun stumbledo’er s keg
And be fell down and broke Us leegneighbors,who had before been on been confined.The police watched it
friendly terms, began to shun him, and thoroughly for several days, and ultiThe other met affliction worse
even the domestics quitted his service. mately arrested a man of suspiciousbeThao cut or broken limb,
A sorer far calamity
1 Within a reasonable time after the murhavior as he was entering one of the
Did happen unto him.
der, Charles brought Jeannette to the domiciles early in the morning. Leooq
They took him from the ground half dead,
For he fell down and broke his head.
chateau and installed her as mistress, positivelyidentifiedhim as one of the
giving ont that they were man and wife, sham detectives, and a room into which
Policemanround the cqraer runs
which turned out to be actually the case. he was going when taken as the apartWith pity in his eyes,
And of our shipwrecked company '
At
the same time the charcoal burner ment in which he had been imprisoned.
To make a rescue tries
disappeared from the neighborhood.
There was a memorandum written in
Only to meet completer wreck
roe he fell down and broke his neck.
After residing for about six months pencil on the wall by Leooq, which left
at Cnateau Vert, Charles D’Eimer and no doubt as to its being the place.
There is s moral to my tale;
Pm sore you’d never guees
liis wife discharged their domestics and There were letters on the man arrested
The wisdom and the good advice
removed to Neufohatel,in Switzerland. which led to the securing of the other
My story doth express:
The chateau was left in charge of a stew- sham detective,and finally to the capIf yon would keep your limbs together,
Stay In the house in slippery weather.
aoe visil
ard, and was only once
visited by its ture of Dunesme. The latter was in the
owner in twenty years.
last stage of disease, and made revelaAs before stated, the sequel to this al- tions of an astounding nature.
THE SECRET DOOR.
most unprecedentedtragedy has just
Among other things he detailedthe
A Strange Story of the Sequel to a Crime. been disclosed, and in order to complete facts respecting his wife and Leooq aldie story it is necessary to give the par- ready given, but his most important conThe police of Paris have recently ticulars of a crime of a later date.
fession related to the dreadful tragedy
stumbled across the sequel to a very reOn February 24, 1875, one Monsieur of which Chateau Yert was the scene.
markable tragedy which occurred over Lecoq, a wealthy bachelor of Avignon, After his discharge from the galleys
twenty yean ago, and has remained an- disappeared under singular circum- and the restorationof his daughter he
ti] the present an impenetiable mystery. stances. He resided in a small detached
rented a tract of woodland from MonTo faring all the facts of the case fully house in the suburbs, and kept two do- sieur D’Eimei
D’Eimer at the Chateau Yert
before the reader, it will be necessary to mestics — an old woman and her daugh- There he went
went under the name of Foille.
go back to a comparatively remote pe- ter. He had been a resident of Avignon It waa he who encouragedthe visits of
riod.
about seven years, and had come there, young D’Eimer to his dwelling,and proAt the beginning of the year 1852, a it was generally supposed, from Paris, cured bis marriage to his daughter Jeanfamfly named D’Eimer became the own- where he had been in business and nette. When Monsieur D’Eimer brought
ers of the Yertneuve estate, on the Sa- amassed a fortune. On the day named,
home his young wife, Foille saw the
me, between Chalon and Dijon. Cha- two men called at his house and were hope of one day seeing his child the
teau Vert, the residence, was a very large closeted with him for an hour. He di- mistressof the chateau and the mother
old tnanfion, situated on a rising ground rected his housekeeper to prepare a vaof children who would inherit vast
on the right bank of a small tributary of lise, and then quitted the house with the wealth cut off. The thought preyed
the Saone. The locality was romantical- strangers, saying he might be absent a
upon his mind until he became almost
:

ly beautiful,

and the new
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detective, that Monsieur Lecoq had

been were

the ruins of a small

arrested for a crime committed in Paris searching

He

many
come

years before, and that

he hod moved

them one day

chapel While

the youngest gf
three months of their settling at the
chateau, the three daughtersand the
mother died of typhus fever. Mods.
D'Eimer was sunk in profound grief,
and some time elapsed before he was
able to look after his affaire. The following year young D’Eimer formed an
acquaintance with a very beautifulbut
uncultivated girl, named Jeannette
rented

the chateau. More than one skeleton
lay around, and here and there rusty
bolts and chains, which showed that the
place had once been used as a prison.
In one comer of the vault he discovered
an opening and winding staircase,which
he ascended. After a while it became
narrow and straight, and evidentlyran
inside the walls of ihe chateau. Having
ascended some distance he came to a
landing,and to the right saw what resembled a wooden door. He gave it a
gentle push and it shook. A careful
search disclosed a small knob in the
wood, and a slight prenure upon it sent
the door ajar, and a flood of daylight
poured in. He was somewhat startled,
and drew the door toward him. Hearing no indication o J any one’s being on
the other side, he opened the door, and
saw that he was on the threshold of what
he knew at a glance must be Monmeur
D ’Eimer’s bedroom. The door was a

woodland. Foille was a stranger in the locality, bnt appeared to be
industriousand honest He was a widower — so he said— and his daughter had
charge of the small dwelling in which
that the arrest of Mousieor Leooq and
they resided. Charles D’Eimer, the
the pretended search for documentswas
son, spent much of his time with Jeanthe scheme of expert and audacious
nette, and the fact came to his father’s
tnieves, and measures were taken to seknowledge. He expostulated with his
cure their capture. They had nearly
a tact of

soil and an estrangement was the result.

twenty-fourhours, however, in which to
After this Mons. D’Eimer was frequently
make good their escape, and there was
absent from home, and in the autumn of
little hope of their immediate arrest It
1854 he returned with a young wife,
whom ha installed as mistress of the was likewise difficult to get any accurate
chateau. After this his behavior to his description of the men, and the police
had to work on the most meager informason was as kind as before, and he suption. There was little doubt, however,
plied him liberally with funds, although
that the men would seek refuge in Paris,
mat Charles’
Uuarlee acquaintance wnji
---------- ©
he knew that
with “
the , daughter of the ^Wcoal burner and
continued, and that she had given birth in P0*^58®00
pied in seeking fo? a due to the perpeto a child.
trator of the crime. Nothing, however,
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made his »ppearence, aud learned for the first time
that he was the victim of a conspiracy.
perpetrated while they were asleep. InIt seems that in 1840 he had in his
vestigationsdisclosed certain extraordiemploy, a-i clerk, a man named Dunesme.
nary (acta.
L The door of the bedroom was fast- This main had a very beautiful wife, of
whom Lecoq became enamoured. He
ened on the inside.
dispatched Dunesme to Russia, as his
2. The windows of the bedroom and
agent, and in his absence endeavored to
the adjoining dressing room vtkm also
seduce his wife. He representedto her
fastened within, and were, moreover,
that Dunesme had robbed him of a largo
at least fifty feet from the ground,
sum, aud that nnletis she acceded to his
which doped abruptly to the river, and
desires he would send her husband to
afforded scarcely sufficieutfoothold for a
the galleys. She yielded to save the
goat
man whom she loved, but overcome by
8. Nothing was displaced in Mons. remorse she lost her reasou, aud Lecoq
D ’Eimer’s apartments, add no marks of
awoke, one morning, to find the woman
• any kind existed to show which way the
__________________
by his side a corpse, with
a stiletto in
murderer had come dr gone.
her broasu He paid the woman who
in the bedroom, however, was another
{acted as Madame Dunesme’s servant a
:
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ap^

P
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heavy bribe to keep his presence in

the llomy was locked and the key

ooukd not

Charles’

the

ing water, close the spont and boil for
fifteen or twenty minutes, then pour in
half a gill (same as four tablespoonfuls)
of cold water. Let it stand for a moment where it will not boil, then serve.
A heaping tablespoonfnl of ground
coffee weighs half an ounce, and is a
liberal allowance for one person; The
“two-gill measure” of ground coffee
level fall (that is, not heaped up) weighs
three ounces exactly, and will require
three pints of boiling water. This proportion may be too strong , for some
families, and too weak for others. An
old rule is, “ to one measure of ground
coffee allow seven of the same measure
of boiling water;” then the two-gill
measure of ground ' coffee level fall,
weighs three ounces, and seven of the
same measure of boiling water would be
three pints and a half. If families
would experiment on the making of ooffee until tliey get the proportionsexactly right to their fanoy, then have tin
measures made lot the required amount
of ground coffee and boiling water, they
would be greatly surprised at the improvement in quality, and the great saving in quantity, over the haphazard
style of
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malting. Keep
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qr, and the door of

The butler, howand jwkuQwlr

» key,

leaving it with him when he wentjotoe
chiceuoi burner with the intention of
remaining all nighty as he had done the
previous evening.
While the first inveetigation was in
progress Charles returned home, and
was stricken with horror at the scene
that awaited him. His amazement and
grief were very great, and, later on,
made a searching

yon should place against year ear
The shell you pltwderedfrom the eea,
Down in its hidden heart you’d hear
A low and tender melody,
If

A

murmur of

the restlesstide,
A yearning, bom ef memcrj—
And, though hla longings be denied,
The ehell keeps singing of the sea.
And sometimeswhen old mtUMi-ioH throng,
Like ghosts, the chambers of our -oul,
We feel the yearlng, deep and airong,
A longing we cannot control.
To lay oar caret and business
To seek the old. familiar ways,
And cross home’s threshold,and tit down
With comrades of our tarlier days.

by

damp

tea

.

For, though our paths are sundered wide,
We feel that we are brothers yet,
And by and by we turn aalde
From hrrrying care and worldly frot,
And each one wanders back to meet
Hia brother by the hearth of home ;
I think the meetingla more sweet
Because so far and wide we roam.
We croea the lengthening bridge of years,
Meet outstretched hands at
true;
The sUent eloquence of tears
can do.
Speaks welcome that no w
But ih, the meetings bold regret '
The sad, s&d story, often told,
Of hands that ours nave often met,
OloM folded ujder churchyardmold—
Of eyes that amile into our own,
Closed in the dreamless sleep of God ;
A sweeter rest waa never known
Than theirsbeneath the grave's white sod.
A tender thought for them to-night,
A tributetear from memory ;
Beneath thqlr covering of white
Sweet may their dreamleaeslumber be.

Pith and Point.

A

dead-latch— that on a cemetery

or coffee pot acquiresa musty flavor that gate.

tea or coffee. The
Companion to the learned pig— a
grounds should never be left in a mo- spelling bee.
ment longer than needed. The boiler
Thb treasury girls call a man “ Bub”
should always be kept perfectly clean;
spoils the best

well scalded and aired after being used.

Every now and then pot some washing
soda and boiling water in it, and let it
boil for ten minutes. Occasionallyhave
a now tin bottom put in the coffee boiler,
for it is impossible to make good coffee
in a boiler from which the fan is worn.

tos arrival in Paris he was arrested for
embezzlinghis emplqyer’s funds, aud^
aft-l-r a speedy trial sent to the galleys.
The woman who had been his wife’s
servant took care of his only child, and

teucej 0n hig llberatlonhe found that

ilies will not decant their coffee, bnt
it

was made in.—

until he is forty-seven.

Whisky

is

more easily rectified than

the mistakes it causes.

The more our

girls are pinned

the more forward they seem.

back

'

A candid old bachelor says : “ After
woman’s heart is the sweetest in
the world ; it’s a perfect honeycomball, a

•

“Ido, sir.”
We once asked the veteran punster,
The officerset (ortk twenty-one differ- Catliu, why it was that a certain point
ent statements of facts, one being that
on the Mississippiwaa called Maiden’s
the prisoner was dead drunk, and another

neither Charles D’Eimer. nor his wife
ever had the slightest suspicion of
Foille’s having any hand in the long un- nanza developed in th
explained murder of the elder D’Eimer. Virginia and California mines, at the
north end of the Comstock, the mind is
t |Tnkn0Wll »
dazed with wonder, and figures after figures are added to the already long array
until thev shade off into the misty realm
of the fabulous and incomprehensible.
me: Judge Jeremiah Black, meeting Hie wealth of the Rothschilds,the Asex- Speaker Blaine one day, asked him if
ton, and other rich men noted in history
he felt apprehensive tin*t Senator Mor- and known of at the present time could
ton would defeat him.
be counted, calculated, and defined bv
“Morton will have fair strength in the regular estimates based upon proper flConvention,” replied Mr. Blaine, “but nanmul grounds and established princiit will not represent a single electoral ples. But in this instance, when we get
vote. You see it would never do to to counting by the hundred millions,
nominate such a candidate.I’m not at and sec hundreds of millions beyond,

-

^

the woman had a short time before marall afraid of
ried, and turned over his daughter to his

him.”
with very possible billions in prospec“Are you afraid of Mr. Bristow ?”
tive, and no defined or understood or
sister, from whom he daimed the child,
“No; Bristow has a good deal of
but the former custodian could not be strengthamong the people, but it is not even guesaed-atlimits to the great bonanza or source of this immense wealth,
found.
organized.I don’t see how he can pos- all figuring and calculation is lost in a
At the close of last year Dunesme sud- sibly get a majority in a convention.
littering,golden-hued and silver-starred
denly came upon the person whom he
“Well, are you afraid of Senator firmament or boundless wildernessof inConkling?” asked Judge Black, going comprehensible affluence, the materialion with his catechism.
zation of a vast golden dream, compared
“He cannot carry his own State in the
of his wife’s wrongs, and gave utterance Convention or at the election, and his
to the suspicionthat Leooq had himself candidacy is an absurdity.No, I’m not
murdered her.
afraid of
mere paupers as compared with Mackay,
“Is there anybody you are afraid ot?” Fair, Flood & O’Brien.— 0oW BiU
Dunesme, who was a lawless man,
fixed itself on the but“Yes ; there is,” replied the ex-Speak- {Ntv,)Ncws. , f
then concocted the plot which has been
,
T A
_ treated of. Two of his compan- er, with a serious
Futy-nise State conventionsare to be
ions played the part of detectives, and
“Wdl-whoisit?” <
“The
great
unknown.”
-i
held
within two months.
the bedroom had been arrested Lecoq, as they said, for the

ssasfisss

time, it is an auspicious opportunity for
the men folks to vanish.

When a Wyoming woman is upbraided for selling her vote for a stick
of gum, she politely but firmly informs
On a Visit.
John Anderson, a great big three- her annoyer that she shall do just as she
chews.
fisted chap, with a neck as big as a nail“If I use it I’ll be just as dirty after
keg, sloucned around in front of the desk
if
s
gone ; if I sell it I can have peaand remarked :
nuts and ride home, too,” soliloquized
“ Good morning.”
“ It is a good morning for the guile- a bootblack when tie found a cake of
less and free,” replied his honor, as he toilet soap.
signed his name to the warrant.
“Can you see me, dearest?” said a
“ That’s just what I am, Judge. The Chicago man to his dying wife.^ “ Tell
boys brought me in here for fun.”
me, can you see me?” “No,”, she
“Yes— ah— yum. You deny being faintly whispered,“but I can smell
drunk?”
your breath.”

and he innocently answered :
“Because it’s a virgin’ on the river.”
-‘Brooklyn Argus.
Said a teacher: “What do the various objects that you behold upon the
earth all display ?” To which a boy of
the “fust jography” class replied in
Bluff,

breathless haste : “
ness of til’ equator.”

Wisdom

’n’ good-

A boy was asked which was the greatest evil, hurting another’s feelings or his
finger. “The feelings,” he said. “Right,

my dear child,” said the gratified priest
“ and why is it worse to hurt the feelings ?” “ Because you can’t tie a rag
;

round them,” exclaimed the child.

Mb. Moody says man

is

a

failure.

Probably Mr. Moody never saw a young
ty, and bil
billiards
_____
man play base ball all day.
,

______
and

half tiie night,

get

up

in the

morn-

ing and jaw around an hour because his
mother didn’t put more stiffening in his
shirt-bosom.Man a failure, indeed I—

NorristownHerald.
! ,/. SO WA09 THE WORLD.
Memory onnot linger long

;

Joy mmt die ihe detth ;
Hope’s like s littlesilversong
k sding In s bresth.
So wage the weary world away
Forever and s day.
Bnt love, that sweetest madness,
Leaps and grows in toll and sadness,
Makes unseeing eyes to see,
And heapeth wealth in penury.
Ho wt,gs the good old world away
Forever and a

da?.

—

Brown came home late the other
night, says Hohokus, and Mrs. Brown,
looking out of the bedroom window, observed, “ So you’ve been tipping the
glass again* have you?” “ G1mb,’t said
Brown, “ (hie) ’tis a funny word : take
off the ‘g’ and it’s you, my dear.
“ Yes,” answered Mrs. B., “and then
take off the ‘P and it's yon, you
wretch,” and she slammed the window
down with a bounce. — New i ork Ad-

vertiser.
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generallyaccepted as a good sign
When a rick person is ®o«s *id peerish
—a sum that he is on the gam. . AFifth
street man was taken down with lung
fever some weeks swoe, and his wife has
watched over him and seen him so near
death so often that ihe was about disoouraged. She, however, rushed iato a

'• It is

seic??-

— he’»

•

bqltter— he*s on the

gam

1”
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the coffee boiler

clean and dry inside; a

being that the prisoner was tying in a
gutter unable to even shut his mouth
against the snow storm.
“ Looks like a plain case,” remarked
the court
“Judge,” replied the prisoner, in a
quavering voice, “I came to this town
on a visit to my wife’s relations, and it
isn’t right to treat a stranger in this way.
When I woke tip this morning I was
panel of the wainscot extending from al- bent all out of shape, one heel digging
most the top of the room to within a into mv back and one of my knees
foot of the floor. He retired and dosed
jammed into my ribs. I was cold, all
the door, and thought little of the dis- whitewash and mnd, and I’ve been damcovery until the dread of his daughter’s aged over a thousand dollars. I ain’t
children being robbed of a splendid in- used to being piled up like stove wood
inheritancedwdt on his mind like a hor- and flung around.”
rible nightmare.
“ There’s a man at the House of CorTo shorten a horrible confession, rection who will doctor von up,” said
Foille resolved to murder the elder the court, “and thirty days from now
D’Eimer and his voung wife, and enter- yon will come out blithesome and gay
ing the room by tne secret stairway, acand full of ambition. It makes .my
complished his design only too effect- mouth water to think of how fat and
ually. As soon as his daughter and her handsome you will be.”
husband were securely domiciled in the
“But what about the damages,” asked
chateau Foille disappeared,his son-in- the prisoner. “ I can’t be used this way
law having first made arrangements by
for nothing.”
which he was secured an income amply
“As soon os you get up there draw on
sufficientfor his ordinary wants. Foille,
me for a thousand dollars, ” was the bland
however, became a gambler, and finally
reply, and the prisoner hadn’t been seatgot mixed up with a lawless gang, who
ed on the saw-horse over ten seoonds
assisted him subsequently in carrying when he began to whistle “ Mollie Darout his designs on Leccq. He died
ling.”— Defroft Free Press.
within a month of his confession, and
the two sham detectives are now underUnmitigated Millionaires.
going a fifteen year’s sentence.
When one reflectsupon the immense
There is every reason to believe that

the

the oap beyond tiiafc as the son’s rL
life, and the terrib
>iM wirtment The door le^ing~ Bern
^nr.°*a
vu her husband. Immediatelyon

•opened on

water, put the coffee in

serve it in the vessel
deep hole Country Gentleman.

for certain documentsin

Lecoq, he said, had given him, and said
Ins directionswere to place the housekeeper and her daughter in a secure
place until the next morning. He conconducted them to an upper room in the
rear of the dwelling,and fastenedthem
in. There they .passed a misereble night,
and waited disconsolately until noon the
next day for deliverance. Weary and
hungry, they then managed to buret
open tne door, and on descendingdiscovered that their master’s bureaus and
safe had been rifled of everything of
value. Their suspicion of foul play was
for the first time aroused, and they gave
the alarm. It was soon clear enough

Foille, the daughter of a charcoal boni-

d°?f

the coffee boiler iftth boiling hot
and pour over it
required amount of absolutely boil-

out.

he partially re-

a large slab and saw a

Monsieur underneath. He raised the block, and a
Lecoq’s possessionwhich would tend to flight of stone steps was discovered.
iters and
establish his innocence. • ;
Procuring a lantern and a flint and steel,
>y oi ui teen, and
He showed the keys which Monsieur he explored the subterranean opening,
the family.' Within
and soon found himself in the vaults of

whom Mons. D'Eimer had

add one egg, shell, yolk and white,
and half a pint of cold water. Rinse

brothers leave the old hearthstone
And go, each one, a separate way,
We think, aa we go on alone
Along our pathway, day by day,
Of olden eoenes and faoe« dear 1
Of voice* that we mlas so mnch,
And memory bring* the absent near,
Until we almost feel the touch
Of loving hands, and hear, once more.
The dear old voice# ringing out,
As iu the happy time of yore,
Ere life had caught a ahare of doubt

full of sells.
who week. Halfanhourafter.be had left, demented.
When two women in a family are tryone of the two men returned and inThe woodland which Foille rented was aroma and essence- laden vapor that
formed the housekeeper that he was a in the rear of the ohateau, and within it escapes during the boiling. Many fam- ing to tell the same thing at the same

wore wealthy, speedily resuscitated the
gardens and transformedthe decayed
and deserted dwelling into a comfortable and attractive homestead.
D’Eimer family consisted of
Moos. D'Eimer, a gentleman of about
' ‘ ' of about

er, to

cold water yon require with any proportion. Put theground coffee into a bowl,

HOME COMING.
When

him.

>

t

ah*.

.

,

Mked hqw she

knew, and she replied
«« Because he’s cross
! It is only a minute ago that he threw a fork at me and
called me the bigsest liar and meanest
woman in Detroit!”— /Vee Frets.
:

Russia has only 18,000 miles of railroad, and proposes to add thereto by
constructing several long lines, among
them one to span the empire from east
to west, connectingEuropean Russia
with the Pacific by the way of Central
Siberia. This, will largely increase fh®
demand for American locomotives. *<
*
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the amebic ah INSURANCE CO. OF

AMERICAN WHEAT.

GBIOAGO.

The Marvelous Increase of

the Wheat
The American of Chicago haa been mack
Crop
Uttering Prospects tor the Fu- slandered of Ute. Let us see why. Haa It
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
tc ^—America Bound to Become the
CHICAGO
Granary of Europe.
(From

the

Philadelphia North American.)

men,
Aft. 719 Olive at., 8tLoolfl,Mo.
inferior moral standard? The mention of WESTON * OO.’B, 196 and W8 E. Wuhln*ton.emf
tfpBYCHOlKAnCY, or Bo ml Charming.”
ToMday, Thundaj and Batordajr, at 10 a. m.
their names diaprovee that No one haa dared
Huw rltbrr Mta lua) IiuciimI* olxi <»ln liur |nv« aod
to impugn such men as Hon. H. N. AUCTION MART FOR THE SALE OF HORSES. HAR- affectionol any prrwm they rbnnae, inaun'fr-Ttifciart all can
Hibbard, Hod. J.
Bailey, Hon. W.
NESS AND VEHICLESOF EVERY DESCRIPTION pomaa, free, by mall, » cent*; toyethei ’allh a Lo*rr*a QuMt
Bradley, H. Z. Culver, L. L. Huns, Wm.
AT AUCTION AND PRIVATE SALE. _u
Ovwgton, Nicholas Kranas, H.
Hoyne,
NORTHWESTERN TATTERSALM,1 to » Monrow
B. Currier, D. A. Kaowlton, Jr., and
AWNINGS, TENTS. TWINES AND CORDAGE.
Chas. L. Currier.Yet these are the men
to whom the American’s interests ire in- GILBERT, HUBBARD A CO.. SB to 208 South Wator
trusted. Does it lack enterprise or stability?
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.
Its cash income of •817,000,and the 140,- DR. PRICE’S. StMla k Prloa MTra.. 901 A 903 8. Wator,
Chicago,904 N. 9d, St Loula, 144 Main, Cincinnati
000,000 of insurance written last year,
and its •905,000 cash assets, together
BANNERS AND GLASS SHOW-CARD WRITERS.
with its •2,000,000 of installment notes, are
MUNN A DRUM, IU W. Madlaoa.
sufficient denials of that What then is the
matter? Hucoettl Merit! These are what BOOTS AND SHOES— AUCTION AND COMMISSION.
draw the enemies’ Are. Perhaps the feeder JAS. P. McNAMARA A OO.. 27 K. Wuhlngtor.
OH,
of this has received or had shown him by
COWING'S DRIVE AND WELL PUMPS. Ac.
some rival agent one of the numerous circuDOWNER A WOOLNKR. Hand 100 Franklin
lars which are being so industriouslydistributed over the country. If so, let him
ENGRAVER,SEALS. PRESSES, STEEL AND BRASS
STAMPS, STENCIL TOOLS AND STOCK. „
probe the motive of the source from whence
it came. The insurance commissioners of
O. te HANSON. 88 South Clark.
four different States have Just done this, and
ENGRAVERS.
after a searching officialexamination of the
B. D. CHILDS, JR., A CO., 116 Fknklln.
American’s plan of busimwe, its sssets and
liabilities,all came to the
the same conclu- ENGRAVER, DIE SINKER A MANFR. OF STENCILS.
sion. Inclosinghis published report, the L BOCHK, 171 E. Randolph.
Hon. W. D. HiH, Superintendent of InsurENGRAVERS ON WOOD, Etc.
ance for Ohio, says : “It is my opinion that
SEARS BROS. A CO.. 8.W. cor. Clark and WaahinstM.
“the American Insurance Company of
“ Chicago is as safe and sound fluaucially
FLOWERS AND STRAW GQ0DS-8PEL1ALTY.
»Th« j art I* will Jo alllheyclaim. '«A* T
“as other insuranceoompaniee pos- DALY, HKNROTIN A OO., 144 and 144 Wabaab-ay.
“seesed of the same amount of cap-

Notwithstanding all that has been and
can be said against the production of raw
materials in the United States, and especially breadstuff*, the increase of the
interest seems to be resistlessand marvelous. In 1770 the wheat crop was but
851,000 bushels, and in 1878 it had
reached upward of 800,000,000—acentury of amazing progress.Prom 1880
to 1840 the exports of wheat and flour
averaged $25,000,000a year, and in 1878
thw had reached $130,000,000.In every
parr of the Republic the culture of this
crop is well understood and increasing,
and there is no ooufltry in the world
where the cultivation of it is so generallv
diffused and so steadily progressive. If
we added to this the immense com crop
we shall have Bach an aggregate as no
two nations, however great can equal.
That wo have really gained the permanent ascendency in the breads tuffs markets of the world, does not admit of question. In the British markets our domination is complete and well established,
and the dependence of England upon
Russia for food appears to be ended, the
gloom and discouragement in the Russian wheat regions being general
Our prodigious crops of wheat would
never nave been raised had we depended
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has become

so

reliable and profitable there that it has

become a permanent and
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While we have been talking of the Northwest becoming too distant from the
European markets to admit of profitable
grain culture for export, the Pacific
trade steps in as a competitor,shipping
grain around Oape Horn 18,000 miles to
Europe', 'and making money at it In
view of this no 6ne can reasonablydoubt
that the increasingsurplus crops in the
Mississippi valley may be transported
by the nver to New Orleans,and thence
shipped to Europe by sea.
it is no exaggeration to say that

America is becoming the granary of
Europe, and that we have it in our
power to remain so and to oust all competition. That of Russia, which was the
most formidable, is already broken.
Spain, Portugal, Holland, Belgium' and
Italy ought to take large quantities from
us, and will do so through English operators until we supply them direct.

the!

to offer It UU

•raijrbodfmay. be ambleA to tehe thle

In

and moat widely circulated Newspaper

flmCAGQ ) EDBER
FOR $1.00 POSTPAID.
Id order that everybody mag be enabled to take IMS
great Story and Family Newspaper, we have determined
6o offer it HU January,WJl, for «1.00, postpaid. It lithe

for priowlkt

LARGEST, HANDSOMEST, BESTy.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY-WHOLESALE.
EDWIN HUNT A SONS, 68 and 60 Lake.

end moat widely circulatedNewapapetIn the We#.
Send money addreeeed

THR LEDGER, Chicago, liu

HEAVY HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.

KIMBARK BROS.

FOTJTZ’S

A CO., 80 to 84 Michlgan-ar

HOTELSA JIB Flfth-a?.Enoch Wood,
prop., late proprietor of Wood a Hotel, StatMt
BRBVOORT HOUSE. 149 and 146 B. MadUon. On /to
European plan. H. M. Thompaon,proprietor.
METROPOLITANHOTEL— G2A0 perdu. Oor. State

WOOD’S HOTEL, 1»

HORSE AND CATTLE POWDCr?3r

(JHICAGO | ED6ER

Waah'n.altoof old St Jamoa, opp. FUld, Letter A Co.
OGDEN HOUSE— Flnt-daae in orory particular.Barber A Forrey, prop’ra. Cor. Washington and FranklinA

I

FOR $1.00 POSTPAID.

LUMBER.
/
THE PK8BTIGO OO.-Ureen Bay Umber. North
Pier. W. B. Strong,Pree*t; O. O. Herapatead,Seo’y.

REDUCED TO A CERTAINTY.
Chance to Cain

MNFRS. OF WARWICKSHIRE AND COLUMBIASAUCES, IMPORTED CATSUPS, FLAVORING EXTRACTS.

LEWIS

A OO., 163 E. Kinxie. Send for prioe-Uet .

JAS. B.

GOODMAN

$50,000

REAL ESTATE.
A CO., 71 Dearborn.

8.

LARGEST, HANDSOMEST, BESTe
and meet widely circulated NewspaperIn the Wes*.
Bend money addressed

i

f„rt?.TpfeT*BnJD»

PIANOS

them at the lame#
discount from factory prtoee
ever offered. Terms of payment $96 to *100 oash. remain-

,

SSiffirt&iU1.0J£l.SS
explanationsent

6

free.

.

9B

MUSIC,

It

in your letter.]

of a Pinno for distributing our olroulsrVe
8. Piano Oo., 810 Broadway, New Yojw.

JT Address U.

1

<•>

VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO.

[jarOut this out and tnoioea

V

.

REED’S TEMPLE OP

Profitable. Pleasant woA . hundreds now em
: hundreds more wanted. M. N. Lovell. Erie. Pa.

ployed

FOR $1.00 POSTPAID.
In

a

day

LARGEST, HANDSOMEST, BEST,
end most widely circulated Newspaperin the WeeA.
Send money addressed
THR LEDGER. CmCAOO, ILL.

Th* onI/ *ure remodr.Trial packags great Interestto
/rss. LSMlTHNIGHT.Ctevsland.O.
men. Sent b.1,
TO MAKE IT. Somi'king
<t CO., St. Louii,

Chicago

H

M’SS
Put*

REVOLVERS
gL

Cuikm*

FOR $1.00, POSTPAID.
LARGEST, HANDSOMEST, NEST,
and most widely circulatedNewspaperto the Week
tend money add reseed

THR LEDGER, Oncae*

CHEAPEST

Can do so In the
end BEST manner
by using one or more sectionsorov GKKAT CO-OP.

Bent French Barr siiffspiudie undvr-ninuore, cock head
upper-runners,fbr Farm or

to $60 a
and Expense*, or §100
forfeited.All the new and sundard Novelties
Cb rooms,etc. Valuable Samplesfree With Clwuiars
R. L. FLETCHER. Ill Chambers Street. New York.

Pimples on the face, rough skin,
chapped hands, saltrheum and all cutaneous
affections cured, the akiu made soft and
A Miniature OH Painting on Oanvaewhioh will
smooth, by the use of Juniper Tar Soap. That A. be your own likeneea,free, with The Home
made by Caswell,Hazard A Co., New York, is AVeekly,sent 3 months on trial for BO cte. Money
the only kind that can be relied on, as there to Agent* L. T. LUTHER. Mill Village. Erie Oo.. Pa.
are many imitations, made from common tar,
tfsnn PKR WEEK GUARANTEED to Aftnto.

Merchant Work. Nupc-

of

Boa

m

Three Points

(

THE

UMBRELLAS.

DR. SCHENCK’S STANDARD REME-

is

effected.

taken before the lungs are destroyed,a speedy
1.

To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck. of Philadelphia,

owes his unrivalled sneoess In the treatmentof

pulmonary diseases
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in the
lungs : nature. throws it off by an easy expectoration,
for
when the phlegm or matter Is ripe a slightcough will
throw It off, the patient haa rest and the lungs begin to

heal-

*

_
_ _

_

now ite most ardent friends and supporters.
There are tbreo essential causes for those having such
a horror of patent medicineschanging their oplntonand
lendingtheir Influence toward the advancementof VUGETINE. 1st. It la an honestly-preparedmedicine from
barks, roots and herbs. 2d. It honestly acoomulUhes all
that la claimed for it, without leaving any bad effects in
the system. 8d. It presents honest vouchersIn testlmonlals from honest, well-knowncitirens,whose signatures
are a sufficientguaranteeof their earnestness
in tnumat*
ter. Taking into consideration
tho vast quantity of medicine brought conspicuously
before the public through
the flaming advertlsementaIn the newspaper columns,
with no proof of merit or genuine vouchersof what it bne
done, we should be pardoned /or manifestinga small de-

'

ouid.

LVER
D

SH

OLS

|

THE TIRED BODY SUES FOR SLEEP.

! •

_

_
_

Boston,March 16, 1874.
EL R. Steve nb. Esq.

:

ASTHMA.
nriHE suliecrlberfare manOfactarerfand proprie*
X tore of Dr. R. W. Read’s Celebrated Asthma Relief, which is undoubtedlythe best asthma remedy
yet discovered.Instant relief la guaranteed or purchase price refunded. We pnt np the medicinein
boxes of three sixes, which rttail for 25c., BOc. and $1.
Persons remitting retail price will have the modl^pe
promptlyforwarded by mail, postpaid.Also maples vent free to any who may desire. Prices per
dog., f 1.76, *3.60 and $7.00; gross price, *18, *36, (72.
Wholesale agents: John F. Henry, Oorran k Co., N.
Y.; John D. Park k Sons, Cincinnati,Ohio; Richardson k Co , ft. Louis, Mo.; Lord, Smith k Co., Chicago, III.; G. O. Goodwin k Co.. Boston,Mass.;
French, Richard* k Co., Philadelphia,Pa. Address
ETHRIDGE, TULLE B A GO., Rome, K. Y.

FamtlF Ua*

sleep, but as desporstely
defies it. Night after night the
poor, tired body sues for sleep until the day dawn is wel.
corned back, and we begin our work tired out with an
almost fruitlesschase after
Now I hav« found that
a little VKG
taken just before I retire gives
sweet and Immediate steep, and witlmnt any of the evil
effects of the usual narcotics.I think two things would
tend to make brain- woriieresleep. 1st A little leaa work.
*d. A little more
This prescriptionbae

meL

ETINE

me

VRUKTINE.

own

it

op.

Your*, etc.,

"NATURE'S
This

6MAT REMEDY.”

c«rtf iml to

CKRTAIK CURE

for CoQffbSy Colds, Ii^flosnmatloto of tho
Lonfffl, Sore Throat antf Breast, BronchtItotAand If taken In time, trill anost that
fatal disease ConsampUon.The basis of
this medicine Is a preparationof Tar obtalaed bjr a peculiar process from tho sap
of the Pins trie, the motftolaal prspej*-

Uca«f which

avoweU known. WithtQi

™

dlMwc. mt

Qkt
has pet keen intnMhieed.
ft.

ir

mmn
CORDIAL

PINE TREE TAR

not anew remedy that IMS
hesufd af before, bnt an
Is

ABIA,AmvteLI~TM
that bas been In dalljr we

helped me, am
DICKERSON.

NE haa
J. 8.

I

head and the old plan was thrown over
the road on his head,
Clearing the dust from his loosened
teeth he made for the boy with the
$5 to 120 IS' *iS£,
, switch he had Cut to drive the oolt, and
be esteemed as reliable
to dress the astonished
Bh&ntiiig, “What did
nounce* It Invaluable:
you uo mat lor y What did you do that
Pnonoxxcz, R. L, 164 Transit street
f6r?”
H. R. Stkvkns,
.
..
“ But, father,” said the crying boy,
“ yon told me to hofler * boo 1* ”
name.
,N.Y. invaluable, and I recommend it to aU who mar need an
** Yes,” Aaid the old man, 11 but, dang
it, it was altogether too big a 1 boo * for
A A A MONTH. Agents wanted. Excel. Mfg.
VEG ETINE ia SOLD bp ALL DRUGGISTS
so small a colt”
Co., 161 Michigan Avenue, Chicago,III.
vit fAr into

t

evidence^^—

,

.

Esq-:

20

C’ACTION.-Old,Incomplete and Unreliableworks
; aee that the book you buy contains
44‘4 Fine Kngravlnge and 92.1 Pnftes.
Send for circulars and ext ra terms to Agents. Addreee
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CD., Chicago, 111

DOVER EE6 BEATER.

l

1
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are being circulated

r

j

;

with their name are confidentlyrecam.

mended

hibition.

I

.

PHILADELPHIA and NEW YORK^Thr
qualities marked

The great interest In the thrilling history of our coontrymnki** this the fsitost-ssliinf book ever published.
It containsa full account of the grand Centennial Ex-

DIES.-Tlieitnndnrdremedies for all dlsesaesof the
During the past five yean the VEGRT1NE has been
lungs are Schenck’s Pulmonic Stbdp, Schtnck’s steadily working itself into public favor, and those who
Ska Weed Tonic, and Schenck'sMandbak* Pills. were at flret most IncredulousIn regard to Its merit are
If

Centennial

v

FOR CORSIDERATIONi

enro

XHTQTTXXrES TPOTl

W.UROWMCO'S

rissrlnnatl

AGENTS WANTED FOR

the bpstem.

and.

KVM

c-gf-g.

Mill Machinery and' Millers'
for Pamphlet.

supplies.Bend

P. O.

in the
world— Chicago Ledger. See advertisement

Cards. rorSlOtnta.Each card eootala,
B
which is not visible until held towards the Ugh'
Nothingllks them ever beforeofferedIn America. Big Indjratasnia to Agents. Novkltt Primtino Co., Ashland, Maes

Cleaner* Gearing, Shafting,
Pullies, Hangen,Me., all klnda

scrofulafrom

Cheapest, best family paper

IPf'fPMBM Yonr Name ElegantlyPrintIRtljlito ed on It TRAHsrARKSTviainso

Plrka,

^77
^“.W^Ffr^ET
Jffli
wl
VICKERY k OO.. Auguste, Mains.

will

book

PORTABLE GRINDING MILLS.

Week

dbJ A

111.

$3.00

rarwiUfd. lUiutnUS
Addrtw WEaTEKN UCN WORM. Carioo. UL

Feu. Nimn.

Fua.

edber

In order that everybody may be enabled to taka tb*'
great Story and Family Newspaper, we have determine
to offer it till Jan., 1677, for *1.00,postpaid. U Is Urn

wsOU
rtdr* for

1

BoxM,

Mo.

AWAU

Yegetine

tMn

greet Story and Family Newsjiaper.we have determine*
to offer it till January, 1877,fur *1.00, postpaid. Itlethe

__
boy him. How
to sell him. How to train
him. How to tell a tr
ter. A NEW BOOK

boms. Ageeis wanted. Outfit and terms

at

4 fres. Address TKUK * OO.. Auguste, Mains.

A DAY. HOW

which are worthless.

order that everytiody rosy be enabled to take

FANCY

tPtolU NEW. COE. rONQE

going. See advertisement.

edceb

CARDS, T Styles, with name. 10c.
Address J. B. Hdstxd, Nsssau, Renss. Co.,N. Y.

AfiTUUA
HOinmN.

story paper

I

will eell

ORGANS

M. KLEIN, 237 Sonth Dearborn.Send for circular.

VMIKK GIFT

Chicago

We have.Just purchased I/XIO

WILSON’SPATENT ADJUSTABLE CHAIR FOR INVAL1DS, IRON FOLDING BEDSTEADS, ETC.

#10

III.

M. CO.. Johneon, Clark A Co., 141 State.

WATCHES, JEWELRY AND JEWELERS’ SUPPUES.
COGSWELL, WKBKB A CO.. 106 and 107 State.

Q K
tJO

THR LEDGER, CEiCAOO,

Bend (or circularat once. No time to loss.
W. H. PENDLETON,Banker, 74

SEWING MACHINE COMPANIES.

HOME

!

In order that everybody may be enabled to taka tfaie
greet Story and Family Newspaper, we have determine*
to offer It till January, 1877, for •1.00, poetpetd. Ittatha

MSEC..

INTO

SAW MANUFACTURERS.
HKNBY DI8STON A SON.N. W.oor.Bandolph A Market

weak, feel dull and stupid or debilitated, pain /hAP A A Month.- Agents wanted. !44 bwtssllor pressure iu the head, take cold easily, you Xlfflll big articles In the world. One sample free.
may rest assured that you have the Catarrh. U/UUU Address JAY imO\<iOX.D«tn>!t.Mlch
Thousandsannually,without manifesting half AT* wwv mm and Morphine habit aheolutelyand
of the above symptoms, terminate in consump- 1 sJ 1 1 1 N9 P^edly cured. Painless ; no pullclty.
tion, and end in the grave. No disease is so vlallJiTl Bend etarapfor partlculara.Dr. Cartton. 187 WtohlrutonSt. Ohlosgo.IU.
common, more deceptive, or less understood W*
by physicians. R. V. Pierce. M. D„ of Buffalo,
N. Y.. is tho proprietorof Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy— a perfect Specific for Catarrh, “Cold
iaa,“ W0BTH *
iu the Head," or CatarrhalHeadache.

Chicago Ledger— Best

We*.

MnoMrildnM^g Lm)0MRi0MI'cl#o,,LL.

I

1

January, 1877, for 11.00, postpaid. Itlatha

LARGEST, HANDSOMEST, BEST,

GUNS-CUTLERY MANUFACTURERS.
W. K. SPENCER A CO., 64 State. Sand

After a most ridiculousand extravan • ’ O
gant plea by a young lawyer in a trivial
To enable the PulmonloSyrup to do thla, Schenck’a
case, an older lawyer, who had a way of MandrakePillsand Sohenck'sSea Weed Tonic must be
saying quaint things, remarked, ?n open- freely used to cleansethe stomach jind liver.Schenck'*
MandrakePillsacton the liver, removingall obetra
ing the opposing side of the case, that
Hone, relai the gallbladder,the bile sUrte freely, eg.
this young friend’s elaborate plea re- the liver la soon relieved. fJ
minded him of the experienceof a neigh- 'Sohenck’sSea Weed Tonic Is a genUe •timnlant u
the alkali of. which It le composed mUeg w#
bor of his who was once engaged in alterative
the food and preventotouring. It aartsta the dlgesth if
~ eoth I
breaking a colt, and the story he told of
u bloo |:
it was in substance like this ;
______ _ ___ ____
get weu
care it taken to prevent fresh
The colt breaker made his young SOU ifAll
who Wish to consultDr. Schenck, eltber personally
bide in the bush, while he himself was
to mount the animal and put him at his
Schenck’s medicine* ere sold by all druggiatathroughtop speed to the hiding place and then outtheoonntre.
the boy was to rush suddenly ont and
There is nothing like leather
Shoes with a
shout ‘‘Bool” the idea being toprqve SI
how well the polt would stand the scare. T I I>P1
SILVER TIP
for chiidrea. They never wear
Eterythifig was done according to prothrough at the toee.
I Alto try Wire QuiltedSolee.
gramme. bnt the result was altogether

'

FOR $1.00 POSTPAID.
(order

m

rum* hr i^nkalaw.C.
iK.WianU A Co. ml lad, M Due* at

Randolph.

1

groat interest.

Too Much Noise for the Size.

L HALE A

A.

P. Ellerbe, Attorney,

— — fUNNITURE.

and'HOn/A. Harvev, the eminent Actuary,
GRASS AND FIELD SEEDS.
both of whom represented tho Bute of ALBERT DICKINSON,117 and 119

more the cost and difficultiesof transit,
while at the South the capacity for wheat
culture is far beyond all present development.
The Pacific grain region has unexpectedly become remarkably productive,
and defied all attempts
ttempt of the northweatern cities to regulate the prices and
trade

EDCER

I

DITCHER. SSSffffiiSrSaiSgreat Story and Family Newspaper, we bam determteed

overcoming more and

and the

pHICACO

CMOS-.-

A

supplies,

LARGEST, HANDSOMEST, REST,
and moat widely otrenlated NewspaperIn the West.
Bend money addressed
THE LEDGER, Omoaeo. Im.

AOKNTB.

market and its rapid increase. Domes
what they knew, for they went to the Comtic industrialpursuits have made such pany's office and saw for themselves. Are
progress as to give unlimited confidence not the resultsfound by them, after days
to the wheat and com farmers, and jus- of - personal examination, trustworthy, and
to be accepted,instead of misrepretified an unlimited spread of the area of
sentations indulged in by business
tillage.Northern farming has indeed rivals for mercenary and selfish purposes ? The
been one of thq main props of the na- American does business only in eight of the
tion, and has done wonders in stimulat- Western States, and insuresno business proping the whole forward movement. Al- erty whatever, confining its risks to detached
dwellings, school-houses and churches; yet
though a great deal has been said to disisnies in the United
there are only
jy six ooi
oompaniee
suade the increase of .wheat and com States whose business equals the American’s,
farming as being unnecessaryand un- and these write heavy lines in large dties
profitable, it may be doubted whether, throughout the Union. Of course their agents
fight tee American. It's their bread and butter
after all, any other pursuit has been so
to do so. The American is getting the cream of
free from loss and attended by such a the non-hazardous busineea. It will take no
steady improvement in the condition of other. It knows how to get it, too ; for in 1871
the prosecutors. New England and the its cash income was only 1238,672, while in
Middle States, although folly capable of 1875 it reached the splendid proportions of
•817,424. It shapes its business to the needs
raising their own food products,do not of its members in writing five yean’ policies
do so, having their capital and enterprise and collecting in cash only one year's premimostly embarked in other lines of busi- um, taking installmentnotes payable in one,
ness. Formerly the South was in the two, three and four years for the balance. In
same condition, bat since the war the conclusion,the American is old in years, proape roue in business, strong in reputationand
case is different,so that large grain money, and what is better than all, prudently
crops are raised in that section, and there and honeetly managed by experienced,sucis a decided prospect of the South be- cessful busineea men with unsullied reputations
coming a heavy exporter of breadstuff's. for integrity and moral worth.
The idea that has been industriously
At our request Cragin & Co., of Philaspread abroad that the limit of wheat
delphia,
Pa., have promised to send any
cultivationhas been attained at the
West is a total mistake. Missouri, of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen
cents to pay postage) a sample of DobArkansas, Minnesota,Iowa, Wisconsin,
bins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
Nebraska and Kansas are all capable of
a very great increase, and the receipts
hunter shot a wild turkey near
of grain and flour from these regions Nashville,the other day, and when he
increase at Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul,
went to pick it up, found lying near it
St. Louis and Cincinnati If we take
a half-decayed pair of saddle-bags, in
these States alone and inquire into the
which were $36,000 in gold and bonds.
facts, we shall find that they are capable
of trebling their product of wheat within
If you have a discharge from the nose,
a reasonably short space of time, and offensive or otherwise,partial loss of the sense
that the railroad and navigationfacilities of smell, taste, or hearing, eyes watery or
constantly,

•rent Stow end Family Newspaper, we have deteratiae*
toofferlttill January, 1677, for 11.00, postpaid. Hit the

a

H

solely upon the foreign demand for com- ! Missouri in its official examination of tho
pemsatdon. Bat the main reliance of our i American’sstanding. Also by ex-Auditor
and Mr. Kellogg, Actuary of
farmers has always been npon the homo Cattellfor Iowa,.amir'
the lilinoiaDepartmentThese men declared

are

FOR $1.00 POSTPAID,
In order that ermybodymny be enabled to take thie
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HOLLAND CITY HEWS.
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If you wish

P

to

sen a well assorted sto

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

THE CHICAGO * NORTH-WESTERNR. R.
Embrace? under one management the Great Trank

ana

call at the store

Joslin&Breymah,

trade, go

Watchmakers

of

TmcNitloaslColoredCo&ventloii'w^ held
it

apectatoi-s,both

white and colored, was

Mlchirt^ MlwissoU.low-.
tod too weettro Territories,Iu

very large, the gallerietbeing packed to
tbetr capacity.

•’J

Pinchbeckand Smith, of

It

the

OMtHA AND CAUVOKNU LtWt
ekortwt »nd beet roots for til oolntt

had

a strong flavor of

feid the colored

independence.

were beginningto

It

S3
/Winona and

Flour & Feed,

Parts Lini
Is the only ronte for WInont,. Rochester, ONttoothe Kepubllcnn ticket V) solid column as “•’MttUuto, 8t. Peter, New Ulm, tnd til points
heretofore,i He said the South would nev- on Mori City A Bt. Ptnl Btllrotd In Southern
tnd Central Mlnue.-ota.Its .
er prosper while party lines were race. lines.
Gmin Bat and MAaquam Line
He wanted no more color line politics,- but It the only line for JtuesvHle, Wttertown, Fond
Lte, Oshkosh, Appleton,Green Bay, Ksctntba.
a division of party on other than race Du
NoKaunec^Mtrquetis,
Hough Ion, Htncock tnd
lines. On the other hand housed some
, Paiipovr and Dubuque Line
plain language relative to the policy of
lithe only roato lor Elgin, Rockfoni,Freeport,
these “white sinners,” and said: “I tell tnd til points via FreepoJt In
for themselves, and would never again vote

my

Groceries,

the short line fcSr Northern Wisconsin tnd Min-

a

think

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

f Furnishing

Chioaoo, JUduon tod St. Paot. Lino

He

white friends, that this killing off our

8t.

Provisions

river street.
We

etc.

HOLLAND, MIOH.

invite the Public to

come and examine our stock

am

judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large am
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
with a

Chioaoo and Milwaukii Line

WAIsTTEID.

it Not by
Pullman Palacn Caim
of needle guns
are run od til through trains of this raid.
Everything iin the line of
and |ten)lngtonrifles; but by breaking up
This Is the only line running these c*r> between
ChlcAgo
and
St
PauI.
Chicago
tnd
Milwaukee,
or
*Wh Usne of race, and by breaking up
the highest market prices.
Chicago and WlnonA
ur White Line Itemocrntic parly. The
At Omaha Our Sleepers o *nnect with the OverHolland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
laiid Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad for til
colored people are bound to have their points West of the Miss url River.
On the arrival ot th<- trains from the East or
riirlits,and I advise you, who are gentle.
South, the trains of the Chicago k North-Western
• men, to be the ones to guarantee them Ralfeav LEAVr: CHICAGO as follows:
For Ootinell Bluff*. Omaha an t Calltotnia, Two
those rights; for, if you do not in sober Through
Trains dillv,with Pullman Palace Draw
At the Store of
aarnetlness I warn yon to beware of the Ing Room and Sleeping Cara through to Connell
Blaflb.
day when the ruffian class of whites shall
/br St. Paui and MhruapolU, Twi Through
Trains d«ily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached
unite with the more ignorant class of col*
onhoihtnlr".>'ti.
River Street, Holland, Mich.
ored people! I leave you to imagine the . Fbr Often Bay and Lake Superior,Two Trains
to help iu putting a stop to
force of arms: not by use

Jewelry and Variety Stora
Silver Ware*

Produce will be receive and a

Plated Ware,
Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and
Musical Instruments

s

Extensive Trade, CITY

WEBKMAN &

dally, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, and running through to Marquette.
For Milwauket,Four Through Trains dally,Paliii au Can on night tralna,Parlor Chair Cars on day

result!”
tieftafenr

Smith followed Piuchback, mak-

We have on hand

We

full

end satisfy tienwelvce aa

tto

Wykhnlxen.has

and will be pleased

u».

The Proprietorannonnres to the Pubic that no
pains will be spared by him ,o make tbla House
FIRST-CLASS in every respect.

a large stock of

1M,W

established himself with
to see ble old coatom*
ers and friends continue thelrforaer favors.

Mr. J.

be Neatly

All Repairing will

The Rooms are spacious anc
well furui.shed with new anc

and Promptly executed.
Holland, Mich.,

2-lV

elegant furniture.
And keep a

request all of onr old friend# to come end tee

theabov

SONS.

of a new
departure. He advised (hat the blacks no

and hereafter vote for honest and compe-

HOTEL,

HOLLAND, MICH*

ing a powerful speech in favor

Far Sparta and Winona and points on Sioux
Ci‘y and St. Paul Railroad and for points In Min
longer remain in the Republican party, hut nesota, One Through Train dally,with Pullman
Sleepers to Winona.
make terms with their Southern friends, For Dubuque,via Freeport, Two Th roach Trains
daily,with Pullman Cara on night trains.

of everything
to* pemplete

beautiful stock
perteinlof

It the old Like Shore Ronte, tnd is the only one
passlns through Kvnnston,Like Forest, Highland
Ptrk, Wtnkegtn, Rtclne, Kenosha to Milwaukee.

people must be stopped, and 1 intend

at.

in

Alabama/ were among the prominent NorthweettrrIllinois, fowa, Dtkott, Nebrtskt, flry
Wyoming, Celortdo, IJUfc, Nevtdt, Ctlllornlt,
apeakers. The former did not take a new Oregon, Chlnt, Jtptn tnd Aattrtllt.Its
departure, as was expected, hut his speech

Basttutltoi, 0«r. SlshthMiEtni

DUURSEMA & KOFFERS
dealers in
Goods,
Goods,
Clothing,
Crockery, c
&
Stoneware,

Nuhfllle last week. The amthiJeeof

& Jewelers,

Peb.

22,

1875.

JOSLIN a BREYMAN.

lino of

Office

Dry Goods,

on First

Floor.

For Dubuque and La Cnm, via Clinton, Two
tent men without reference to party. His Through Trains dally, with Pullman Carson night
For the convenience
Commercia;
Hats
Caps,
train to McGregor. Iowa
•peech made a profound Impression,and
Fbr Sio'ix dtp and Yankton and points on Sioux
Agents
a large and well lighted rentple
Crockery
City k s». Paul Kailro-td,Two Trains daily. Pullwas received with great applause by the man Cars to Mii-tnurfValley Junction.
room has been fitted up on Hie
Provisions.
For Lot* Geneva,Four Trains daily.
whites and blacks.
ground floor. Livery cone ect*
Fbr Rockford. Sterling,Kenoeha, JanttrlOt, and
ed with the Hotel.
other points, yon can have from two to ten trains
Question— Can a person tell where a dally.
vein o! water isiu the ground, with it stick
J. W. MJNDERHOUT, Prop’r.
New York Office,No. 4 5 Bnwdwav; Boston Ofof any kind! U there any philohopliicalor fice. No. 5 Mate Street: Oma la Office’,tXA Faruham Wo have the agency for one of the largest manuStreet; 8ai Francisco Office, |g| Montgomery
facturiuiin tho country and sail cigars at
Kdeniific reason lor thinking they can!
Street; Chicato Ticket Offices:St dark Street,
An*ittr.—\.We do not know tint it is un ter Sherman llouxe; corner Canal and Madison
streets; Kinxic *treet Dep«*t, corner W. Klna:e and
possible to give a possitlve answer to tills Cmal Streets; Wells S'reet Depot, cormr Wells
'-0and Kinxle Streets.
question. It has missioned a world of disFor rates or information not attainablefrom
pute among scientific men, but ihe^fhct yonr home ticket agents, apply to
Have a specific Influence upon the Liver ar.>
W. H STKNNKTT, MARVIN IIUGIIITT,
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into such vlthat a stick, in the hinds of gome persons,
Gon.Pase.Ag't, Chicago. (>en, Snp't. Chicago. Ul
orous action that the Impediments are removed
will point to tho ground, and that the waFavorablyknown bv operating mildly.
Are dealt In very extcr.rivelyby ns. and all orders
They prevent all irregularitiesoriginating from
are promptly filled and delivered.
ter has been found exactly at the point in-

of

&

and

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

CIGARS! CIGARS!

Wholesale and

DR. SCHQUTEN’S

Retail.

Sale of Unolalmed Freight

dicated, is too well e.'tablishedto

lie

dispu-

ted or laughed at. Several theories

been advanced to explain it,
ally depending

who

upon

Notice

gener-

electricity.

Those

contain more than thy usual propor-

charged, and those who contain less are
styled negatively charged. One of the well

holies tliat are positively

hereby given

tl

at a

qnantlt" of unclaim-

than one year, wilt be mild ut public auction, at
their freight house. In tho «'<tjrof Muskegon.
Mich., on the third day f May. IP7B, at the i our
of n-ne o'clock In *he forenoon, to satisfy tho
charges for transportaMonand storage, as well
as the expenses of ail\e rising.

tion of electricityare said to be positively

established laws of electricityis that

l»

ed Freight and Bag^tje which has been in
possession of the Chicago and Michigan Lake
ti'iore RailroadCompany for the period of more

two The

following is a general description of such
frei itil and buggujt:

charged repel

A Rollins 1 pkg frames.

.

I

Castlenmn 1 chest,

I)

Country Produce!
Onr aim

KU

20 kegs,
Beckwith I iron pump I piece pipe,
J U I leers 4 ba e* and H hdls tree-, B Miller i o S
cultlva*or.J Strong 1 wagon gear 1 sett whiffletrees
1 neck yoke. Dunning I cutter and contents.M.
Petilngill1 head stone 1 foot stone. ,? B Wench
2 pks machinery l castings. J O Halliday 1 care.
An
Ends 1 cultivator I seat 2 wheel* 1 frame
shovels. Thus. Glbue . 1 cultivator l Best 2 wheels
1 tranioshovels. P Keoivt-r I cultivator 1 seat 2
wheels J frame shovels. Fisher k Co 1 cast wheel.
M Rogers 1 se.der I eastings, H. Kaugsbergh,I
era my Imrnl I era ty half barrel 1 coll to|ie I
enfpty beer keg. Johnson k Chappel 1 hx hardware. D Cl veiami. 2 hx mdse I iron pump, t> Ball
2 bdl b d ends 2' hdlhedrai's 1 cork stove and
0 e» 1 bdl pipe Hchnlra 1 rocker. <’ Shewelt 2kegs
and I ha f n trrel liquor,Geo llieks 2 plow points,

water are positively charged. Therefore,
if

an individual who is negatively charged,

take an elastic twig in his hand

m

and walk

over the surface of the earth, and there be
a spring of

water underneath, by the un-

ebangiug law of nature, the twig *111 he
influenced. The water beneath his
absorbs the electricityof

feet

the earth, and the

twig shows that the positive and negative
poles attract each

other

This is tjie theo-

ry generally adopted to explain the pheno-

menon

.-//ifrr-

Wholesale and Retai]

Ocm

a

.
1

large stock on hand.

to pay the Hlghert Market Price for
all kinds of Country Produce, and we make this a
-pecialty. We n ver refuse to buy anythingIn this
line. Our connectionsare such that we cun always pay the highertprice*.
•

Is

Holland, Oct.

H.

WALSH,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

s,

Wood

Druggist

T>R<*KR

—

Into mv enclosure. In Georgetown,Ott»wa County, Mich., on or about the middle of
Jnly last, one small Bed Heifer, with some whltt
»’• the belly. The owner Is requested to ceil, prove
properly, par charges and take her away.
1

)

H. W.
(.Eonarrown, Dec.

SWEET,

1st, 1875.

J. E. HIGGINS,

FIRST WARD.

DEALER IN

Produce.

The undersigned announces to the Public that
he has finishedhis new Must-Market,and Is now
We have put up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore ready to supply bis customers will) all kinds
Road, two miles West of tho white school house on Meats utt'1 Sausages. By promptness and fair dealthe Grand Haven road) a first-class portable *aw-mlll ing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
which Is now in good runningorder, and can servo tbo«e who wish to favor htm with part of theli
the.pnblic at any time with all kinds of building trade.
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
The stand is one door west of O. J. Uaveikatr4
same whei ever wanted.
Son’s Hardware Store.
We can lengthen ont so as to anw 40 feet, and Holland, April 2.
W. BCTKAU.
R M Barnes 2 pcs marble t pee sand stone. O will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our
facilities
for
getting
out
deck
planks
and
Chanmau 1 box. J C Parkburst 1 churn 1 crank.
P Masson 1 bdl rags, J (» Kemn dv I stove l bdl any kind of ship timber are unoqnaled.
All bills will be filled promptly and with des1 oven 1 nee pipe, I) A Robertson 7 bdl bed aides
Choict Flora awl Garien 'teds,
2 stoves i cupboard 1 box I bureau l table 1 wash- patch, and a fnirdealing can he relied upon. CussUnd 1 pee xlnk. t kettle- fi crocks 14 chairs l Jug tom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Fsrm Products,taken in pay for
1 sett drawer*, P Meyer 1 grain cradle, J to Kelso • 1 bx sued, . Beardsley bx handles, b. Bo*th- Inmbernnd sawing. Also Wood. Bark and RailMAIL.
wick I resaw ! tabb- 1 shaft 8 pulleys1 shaft 8 road Ties, when delivered at onr Pier on Lake
pulleys 1 shaft 8 t nlley*. J B Pr tt 1 bdl sncks.J Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Plant* of the newest and finest Improved sorts
0 Stephens, i h x li Jars 2 chairs, II
Ruthbnn 1 Lake.
csrifnllypacked and prep-ildbv mail My colh-r• x mdse. M J Barker 1 stove I oven 3 Joints pipe
Holland, Mich., March 12,
4-tf
tlon of Strawberries took the first premlnm for the
1 kettle 1 mop 1 g iddle. Nichols& Co. 4 bdls 1
best Collection, at the great show of the Mass.
sash.J
Dickinson 1 bx m r iel 1 socket, 0
Horticultnral Society. In Bo-ton. last seiison. I
Sbnolt I bx marble 1 socket,a II Suit'll3 falls
grow nearly UK) varietl- s, the most completecoilcc
sign boards. J U Dull 1 bdl bags. Bennett & Co I
tlon In the Country,Includingall ttie new. large
holier 3 pulleys Ivh ell shaft 1 ballnnce wheel
American and Imported kinds. Priced descriptive
lot of pipe lot of sbtfiiug I engine 1 planer 1 lot
catalogue,gratis, by mall. Al-o. Bulhs, Fruit
of nuninery.II A .-pink 3 gates, R W llum'in 1 bx
Trees. Roses. Evergrc ns. 23 packets Flower or
almanacks, B Passes 1 hx sun tries, Jn«. Gibson
Uarden Seeds, $1.U0 by mail.
1 stave pointer, D I, Weaver 1 case castings, II S
Cranberry,best sort
Smith, th bdls fork-, 0. Merbsfreet 2 photograph
Eighth St. Holland, Mich.
ffN ft’!’Upland, Lowland,or Qaruen, by mnl.
\
b xes. Then. Rash .1 pile driving hammer. Wilder
prepaid.
$1
per
100, $3 per 1.(0'k Co a) bdls hsi dies, B 'I Packing A Co. 1 bx
VVholesalo Catalogueto the Trade. Agents Want
paper. O W Rowe 1 ca*t mdse, Kiltie Nickerson All work burnishedand finishedIn the latest style. ICG.
1 chllds crib. S .1 Skoels 1 kettle. A Dalcymple 3
C'd and Faded Pictures Copied. Enlarged and
B. M. WAT701T. Old Colo'.y Nurseriesand Seel
bx trees.C O Cook 1 empty keg. J
Claw 8 bdls
xrorked up in India Ink. Oil or Water Colors.
Warehouse. Plymouth, .Muss. Established1842.
chairs tablo-siniKl,
J Judge I harnd. K E Tefl'em 10
bdls I rods I bill Braces 1 bdl fixtures.
••A’o marked 1 -mall black trunk. 1 large black
trunk, 1 black valise.

L

m

MILL FEED, CORN,
AU

NEAR

OFFICE

1875.

Wk

have just received Verne’s last fa“The Mysterious Island— Drop
Bed from the Clouds!*' It is an intensely
interesting book, by the celebrated author
of “20,000 Leagues under the tJeasp’
“ four of the World in 80 days!” &e., and
gives the exciting adventuresof five Union
prisoners who. during our late great war,
escaped from Richmond, Va., in a cuptur
ed balloon! They were driven by u wild
hurricane across the entire ivntinent,and
fell upon an uninhabited island in (lie Pacific ocean.- Here they lived several years,
unable to escape. Finally a vessel appear
ed, but proved to lie a pirate whip, and Instead ol rescuing, endeavored to murder
them. During Hie combat a inysterous
•gent destroyed their vessel! The Castastory,

ways had frequent exciting adventures
with wild animals, and also met with many
very mysterious incidents ihat were apparently supernatural.Their ingenious
contrivancesto better their condition are
highly interesting.In short, it U V^rne'e
best book, and Unit is the highest possible

NEW

.

W

M. L.

S.

Corner of

R. R.

FIbIi

DEPOT.

& Seventh Streets.

HOLLAND, MICH.
-S-2a-ly

B. P. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,

.

GEO. C. KIMBALL,

Oen. Manager.
C. k M. L. sTr. R.

A. M.

NICtfOLS,Om. Flight

•

Agent.
C. k M. L. d. If.

U.

was

sent to prison

fdr three years, but refused to tell

where

C.C.Th,lTrne
...

1875.

FALL AND

WINTER. 1876.

MANUFACTURER OP

Top or Open Bnggies,
Light & Heavy Wagons.

SLEIGHS TRUCKS
Also solo Agent for the

SI

SOUTH BEND, IND.
This wagon

heavy assortmentof

Sheriff’s Sate.

Ladies

&

Children Cloaks

& Cloaking, SIXTY•-DOLLARS
.
o—

All

Kt,ldy m,d”

Tm

tgent of the

ciUzen of

“My

L.

&

S.

TAN DEN MERGE,

etgkhth street

Dat»: Grand
ABIE WOLTMAN. Sherif

have t birth

HOLLAND MICH

in

8’

Ottawa Co.

TOYS

neatness

Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
J.

FLIBMAN.

Holla in*. September 1, 1875.

law quantum.

a

me

aud honr.
Dated: Grand Haven, April

! TOTS!

Since the dissolution ofotr eo-p

TOYS!

___

For Boys and Girls

Mkh

twill sell cheaper than any
one in this City

on yonr steamer of the— lb. Yours, etc.”

To which he replied; “Come along, and
wa will do the best we can for you.”

with

Meat Market,

at

sjtote

to

Warranted.

General Blackmnltblng done
and dispntek.

Jacob Suite.
187ft

the frott door of the Court Botee la the City of

from %
New Jersey, which read thus;

wife and 1 are anxious

Work

CASH.
•

-

CfMd Haven, Otuwa Connty, Michigan.
Date^T ‘•n«d Haven, February I, AD. 1878PacificMali Steamship ARIB WOLTMAN, afteryv Ottawa County, Mich

Company recenUy received

.

the best wagon In use In this States

•eh for

------ ----- « and shall
- - ----- - oranch portion of aaid prop•rtJM may be necessary io aatlsfy Mid execution.

fur the iaforatiUon.When found the a^rDoonof thetTthdayofMarch A.D.

VIm*

Is

tured. It Is a better wagon than the Jackson Wsgon, and I will sell them jnstae
cheap, and give a written wanautj
fur one year. Wagons of my
own manalhctare I will

bs had hidden' the watch unless paid well
w«t9h was appatenUy unliflnred.

eta.

and the only slope-spokedwagon manufac-

^

twenty-one [911 To vn five ft] north of range fifteen
flS] weal oontalnlng forty [4<‘J ecros more or leu,
Warns hunting for a woodchuckrecent- al«o the sonih-wuat onnrtcr of the south- west qnarly, near Livonia, N. Y. some boys found ter of section numbered twenty-eight(38) town
five |!V] north of range fourteen 1141 west contain
In a hollow stump a gold watch and chain mg forty (W) acres more or Iom; also the northof section
which had been stolen by a tramp twelve
fifteen (I Bl

thief

FLIEMAN,

W

somely Illustrated,is sent prepaid tor nnlv and Tuncmenuiof Elon G. Parsonsand to me directed and delivered. 1 have levied on all the right,
1$ cents! it is slao sold by ail Newsdeal- title, and Intr art of the aforeaaid Elon G. Parsons
ers. If you want • genuine treat, get It.
of in an! to the fullowlw described tote, piece# or
Address, DONNELLEY, LOYD & CO, patcels of land.lylng and being situatedIn the oonnty of OttawA i,tate of Ml.-hlsrin.
tn-wlt: sonth-east
Pubs., Chicago, Illinois.
quarter of north-west qaarterof section nnmbered

ago. The

J.

W

By r'rtneof a Writ of Execution, Issn-d out of
commendation.
and under the seal of the Circuit Court fori tho
The ordimtry price of “Dropped from County
of Brauoh and tested on the iStb day of
the Clouds’ Is $9.00, but the copy before February A. D. 1976 against the Goods and (hatU*, The Laketifie Library edition, hand- ties, anil for waul thsroof, then agalrst the Lands

years

SORTS BY

187b.

&c.

orders promptlyattendedto.

Strawberries and Peaches.

mous

ly

ESTRAY NOTICE.

25, 1875. 2-tf

—IN THE

Ties,

Timber, and all kinds
of

4M

MARKET

MEAT

DEALERS IN

Wood, Lumber, Bark,

HOLLAND, NIGS,

HoUand, Mich.

28, 1875.

DeFeyter Bro

2th Stmt,

- BY --

if

each other. All subterraneousstreams of

A Very

—SOLD AT—

one is positively and 0 Dlx t well curb, (i Stop 1 bag sacks. Mis N
Cillton I hx noise, M Christ TO kgs. B Melshelmer
the other negatively charged, they attract

each other, while

RUBBERS, ETC.

impurities of the Blood.

and Baggage.

have

BOOTS, SHOES,

olac«-

ft, 187ft;

AWB WOLTMAN, Sheriff Ottawa Co. Ulch.

Patterns.

«—

,AC0BKtHL

